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PERFECT
WAVE
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PROWAVE LTD
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The perfect wave is out
there and our powerful
shapes are ready for
the ride. The ProWave is
radical surfing at its best
– the most professional
wave board in the range.
The AllWave is easy-peasy
surf action with a simple
and playful nature. The
Stubby is a must-have for
any quiver. Get set for a
fun and progressive ride
iin any line-up.

editor’s note

I SUP therefore
I am…
Here at SUPM we take a lot of pride in what we do. The
whole team paddles. I spend a huge deal of team out on the
water – most days I’m afloat in some way shape or form.
Those who know will be aware of my other watery vices
(variety is the spice of life after all) and I’m keen to utilise
the tools for the job dependant on conditions every session.
I love all forms of paddling, from surf to race, white water to
downwind and so on. Over the years I’ve dipped a toe in nearly
all aspects. Whilst I may not be seen to be a hardcore racer, for
instance, I dabbled at SUP’s inception and take a keen interest
in what’s going on. Same for all areas of stand up. These days I
tend to look for specific conditions, unless I happen to be kit
testing which kind of dictates what type of SUP I’m going to be
doing.
My point is that we’re out there daily, enjoying and going
through the same experiences the rest of you are. It’s the only
way we/I can have a handle of what it means to be a stand up
paddler and therefore be credible. Not all media outlets
concerned with SUP are quite the same. Sure, they’ll tell you
they’re into it when actually that’s not the case.
As we come to the end of 2018’s SUP season it’s time to reflect.
At the start of the year we asked a load of brands for their
predictions ahead of the 12 months that lay before them (see
article link here https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2018/01/02/reflections-andpredictions-2018-sup-season-gear-trends/. Have a read and see
if any of what was said rings true.
For my money it’s been a strange one. Industry suggestions of a
consolidating market; an amazing UK summer with
Mediterranean like weather; further wrangling’s and wrestling’s
within circles about the ‘ownership’ of SUP and so forth. What’s
been pretty obvious to me is that paddlers just want to paddle.
And when they paddle there’s a thirst for more. More time on the
water, more info and more soaking up of SUP ‘stuff’ than you can
waggle a blade at is born of being out there amongst it.
I’m hopeful that a large percentage of those who got into SUP
for the first time this year will carry on and progress, taking it
further than just it being a fair weather beach toy. Keeping those
stoke fires burning through the off season can be tough,
especially if it’s a cold one we get. But there’s plenty to get
involved with and there’s nothing like returning from a chilly
session to a roaring fire, warm cuppa or post-paddle pint.
SUP is ripe for you to forge your own path. There’s no right or
wrong and with so many routes to follow there’s a niche within
the niche that’ll suit you perfectly. And if you really can’t face
chillier weather paddling then keep an eye on SUP Mag UK and
our website to get you through.
By the way. Next year is SUPM’s fifth year birthday! Stay tuned
to how we’ll be celebrating. Enjoy the last SUP Mag UK of 2018
and we’ll catch you on the other side.
Tez Plavenieks, November 2018
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz.
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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Competitors of the inaugral London Crossing race are dwarfed by Battersea Power Station. Photo: Peter Tranter
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ALICE SUP YOGA, PHOTO BY: TOBY LE RAY
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Lizzie facing the World Trade Centre. Photo: Maximusinnyc

An interview with…

Lizzie Carr

Environmentalist, activist,
paddleboarder and record breaker
Interview: Peter Tranter and Anne Egan
Photos: Maximusinnyc and Joel Caldwell
UK paddler Lizzie Carr became the first person to successfully SUP
the navigable length of New York’s Hudson River, a 275km journey
from Albany to the Statue of Liberty in New York City. Lizzie
completed the endurance challenge in eight days, calling for
companies to take responsibility for the plastic they produce.

Lizzie paddled for up to nine hours a day and confronted
unpredictable conditions throughout her journey. The
incoming Hurricane Florence brought gusts of wind up to 30mph with
large swells along the east coast. This, coupled with intermittent
thunderstorms, torrential downpours, strong currents and commercial
shipping traffic on a river that spans 3.5 miles at its widest point,
makes this feat of endurance all the more impressive.
Lizzie, a passionate environmental advocate who founded the
Plastic Patrol initiative in the UK following a cancer diagnosis that
prompted her to take up SUP to recover, took on this challenge to
bring attention to the issue of plastic pollution, ocean health and
more broadly, climate change.
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Photo: Joel Caldwell
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When and how did you get into SUP?
It was about four years ago when I was staying with my Dad
where he lives in the Isles of Scilly after radiotherapy treatment. I
saw a person out on the water, thought it looked relaxing with low
impact and that I could try myself whilst recovering from illness.
A local sailing club lent me a rental board and I took myself out
on the water. As soon as my paddle hit the water I was hooked – it
was great for fitness but also very calming.

So when and why did the idea of tackling plastic pollution
first come to mind?
Once I returned to London I started paddling the canals and rivers
close to me and that was the first time I connected myself with
environmental issues and realizing how extensive the problem
with plastic was both in terms of it being an eyesore to me but,
more than that, the impact on wildlife.

You’re obviously comfortable with yourself but are there
times when the isolation dampens your desire to
complete the mission?
Absolutely. Once you have found a rhythm paddleboarding can be
incredibly peaceful and relaxing and offers a wonderful sense of
freedom. However, when you are paddling long distances every
day, like during the 22 days I spent on the water paddling the
length of the UK, there are times that it becomes monotonous and
motivation is hard to muster because you are becoming tired.
At that point you have to dig deep and find a way to become your
own source of motivation and that can be tough. Finding an inner
voice to push you forward when all you want to do is stop is the
challenge, but once you’ve pushed through, the sense of
achievement is event greater. Having a purpose bigger than my
own desire for the thrill of adventure has always been a strong
motivator for me – that helps a lot.
During The Hudson Project I paddled for about seven hours a
day – timed with tides and currents as best I could but I generally
found that conditions rarely worked in sync, so whilst one day I’d
have strong, favourable currents, these would be coupled with
headwinds. Hurricane Florence was due to hit the east coast as I
was paddling, so I was getting a lot of unpredictable weather
thrown at me off the back of that. Sometimes I would paddle
through 35 mph winds and often felt like I was working really hard
for every single stroke.
Although I completed the challenge, there were times that I
questioned whether it would be possible. The most important
element to achieve were the environmental objectives, the water
samplings, Plastic Patrol (a charity set up by Lizzie to combat
single use plastics through community outreach, technology and
education), logging and beach cleans. So as long as I could leave
knowing that was done, I felt it was mission accomplished – it was
just an added bonus that I was able to find weather windows that
allowed me back on the water to cover more distance every day.

Is it just plastic or are there other major causes of
pollution of our oceans and rivers?
Of course, there are a number of other major marine polluters that
are having a detrimental impact on the health of the ocean.
Plastic is the most tangibles but it’s also the one that people are
able to help combat most effectively, through both their own
actions but clean ups too.
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In the last year the Blue Planet effect has created a massive shift
in public awareness of the problem. It is now very much in
mainstream consciousness. Recently scientists have been able to
evidence that plastic is entering the human food chain and the
health implications this has. As soon as the issue presents a
danger to human health, it provokes deeper thought and
consideration which, ultimately, will drive change.

You’ve had many momentous paddles, what keeps you
motivated?
Knowing that there is a bigger purpose to what I am doing – that
by paddling these long distances I am both able to spread the
message about plastic pollution but also gather some really
important scientific data to help understand it more.

Paddling the length of England, the English Channel and
now the Hudson River, which is your greatest achievement –
do you have anything in mind to surpass that?
For me it is all about the mission – I don’t have anything in mind
right now. I will do what feels right, when it feels right and for the
right reasons.

What type of training do you do for the expeditions?
I spend a lot of time on the water trying to replicate the
conditions that I will encounter out there. For core strength I use
the gym building up to event. I need to ensure I have the stamina
to sustain myself, so I imagine it is bit like marathon training
where you gradually build up the miles.

What’s the most unusual item you’ve found amongst all
that trash that you have highlighted and photographed?
Hmm that’s a difficult one, manikins, a safe, many old purses, a
skateboard – the list is endless. Not sure where to start!

Tell us about your SUP kit – do you have overall sponsors
or different suppliers for each expedition?
I always use inflatable boards as these are much easier for me to
store and cart around, but I don’t work with specific sponsors for
expeditions – I just plan and do them on my own.

What piece of tech kit do you rely upon the most?
I rely on it all – but I’ve always found carabiners come in really
useful. I will always carry a VHF radio and my phone too. For The
Hudson Project I paddled on a Fanatic Falcon Air inflatable board
but I used a different board for the Channel Crossing. As for
paddles, I use a carbon paddle – the lighter the better!

On expeditions like the Hudson, do you like to listen to
music?
I do like to listen to music, but not often and didn’t on my most
recent expedition. Being alone means needing to be aware of your
environment and on the Hudson there were many huge cargo
ships and although they are big, they are not very loud, so it is a
safer not to have distractions if they are coming down the river
behind you.

There must have been some huge unexpected learning
experiences on your expeditions?
Learning more about myself and how I handle tough situations is
interesting. Obviously you’re very much caught up in the moment
but I think it’s important to reflect and learn from these.

Photo: Joel Caldwell

If you could head anywhere in the world to SUP, where
would it be and what appeals about this location?

What do you do to relax?
At the moment I don’t switch off much. Every waking moment is
taken up with Plastic Patrol, my campaigning and everything
associated with the recent challenge. I absolutely love what I do
and I’m incredibly passionate about it, so it doesn’t feel like a
burden to me. I feel very lucky to fill my days doing something I
care about.

That’s tough as there are so many. The Great Lakes – the
largest group of freshwater lakes on earth – I’ll put top of the
list for now.

What advice you would give to somebody who thinks
plastic pollution is out of our control and there is little
if anything they can do?

Where do you see yourself in 20 years?

We all have a part to play to tackle this situation and doing
something – no matter how small – to reduce your
consumption is better than doing nothing at all.

I learned quickly when I was diagnosed with cancer that longterm plans in life don’t often work out. I make decisions based
on what I feel is right in that moment and wherever that leads
in me 20 years is where I am meant to be. Four years ago I
couldn’t in my wildest imagination have imagined where I am
now.

If somebody were to follow in the strokes of your longrange paddles, what would be your advice?
Don’t over think, don’t over plan and don’t worry, just do it. Find
a way to commit, whether that is booking a ticket, buying a
piece of kit – anything that makes it real. Respect any fear you
might have, but don’t let it hold you back.
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Photo: Maximusinnyc

Tiddlers
If you could paddle with anyone in the
world dead or alive who would it be?
My Grandma. She’s not with us anymore but
I’m sure she would love it.
What one luxury item would you take
with you on a desert island?
Tricky question, perhaps my phone so I could
listen to some music, no safety worries about
cargo ships near this desert island.
If we came to your house for dinner,
what would you prepare for us?
That’s easy, a delicious veggie curry.
If you could be a superhero for one day,
what superpower would you choose?
Superpower, I think I would like wings to take
flight and enjoy a bird’s eye view of the world.
Any final shout outs?
I would like to thank Jana and Eric for being
the most amazing humans. REN Clean
Skincare for supporting my vision and
sponsoring the Plastic Patrol beach cleans
and a massive thank you to the APP World
Tour, Fanatic SUP, Riverkeeper and Hudson
River Park.

Lizzie at the Statue of Liberty. Photo: Maximusinnyc
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THE LONDON

OPEN TO 30 OF THE VERY EXPERIENCED
Words: Peter Tranter, Sarah and Antony Thornely (Supjunkie)
and Paul Hyman (Active 360)
Pics: Peter Tranter
September 23rd, 2018 was the first time a SUP race has gone straight
through central London, where the racers competed along an iconic
15.5km stretch of the Thames, beginning in Putney, start of the
London Boat race, they passed by most of London’s landmarks before
they finished in Shadwell – 3km after Tower Bridge.
SUP Mag UK were handily located on the press launch alongside Sarah and Antony
Thornely from Supjunkie to capture the full race. Sarah ran a live transmission of the
race through Facebook and conducted extensive interviews with many of the people
concerned that can be viewed at: www.supjunkie.co.uk
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Intro from Paul Hyman
Since the early days of Active360 in 2011, I’ve wanted to run a SUP
race through the heart of London. For years this was just an
ambition because the Port of London Authority (PLA ) had decided
to restrict SUP and effectively ban it from Central London. They had
witnessed groups going through without adequate safety provision
or much attention to navigation rules and they saw the sport as
risky and unsuited to a busy urban tidal river with powerful
currents. We challenged them on the safety issues and opinions
and eventually agreed to work with them on risk assessments and
setting up training programmes to reduce restrictions, allowing
SUP to take place through the city at certain times.
After years of building up trust and building SUP experience in central
London, we secured permission for a race from Putney to Big Ben and
back – the Big Ben Race. This ran in 2016 and 2017 with support from
Tideway – the company building a huge tunnel under the Thames (a
super sewer). In 2017 there was also a ‘challenge’ endurance event
but not racing event alongside this named the Big Ben Challenge.

crossing
SUP RACERS

The london Crossing was an obvious next step. This was conceived as a
race from Putney – the point where SUP restrictions begin – through
to beyond Tower Bridge where SUP is restricted to pre-arranged
special events with plans and safety cover.
With a great deal of help and backing from Tideway and in particular
from Andrew Triggs-Hodge (triple Olympic gold medalist and fourtime world champion rower) over the past year, we developed the idea
of a London Crossing inspired by the hugely successful Paris Crossing.
The idea is simple – a race down the Tidal Thames across London
taking in every major central London Bridge and landmark building.
On September 23rd, we organised the first race. Weather forecasts
changed constantly and we were uncertain what the riders would face
on the day. Winds of up to 50mph had been forecast early in the week
but this forecast was to change many times with different wind
speeds and directions. We eventually got moderate north westerly
winds, hours of heavy rain and temperature feeling more like 7c.
However, the race worked and more importantly, racers rose to the
challenge of the difficult weather conditions. They came from around
the world – the furthest from Australia but we had a good European
contingent from France, Germany and Slovenia and a Canadian (the
only local guy racing). We gave priority to women and those who
supported our first two races and we were originally allowed only 20
places by the PLA. We managed to stretch this to 30 including six
tandem riders.
The top time of just over one-hour and 28 minutes was set by French
tandem riders Sebastien Le Meaux and Apehau Tching Piou, who were
ahead of Ben Pye by a good distance. Starboard rider Ben secured first
place on a carbon 14’ in great style with teammate Marie Buchanan
the fastest woman. Peter Weidert and Shara Dubeau won the men’s
and women’s 12’6” air class.
This was very much a team event and involved a dedicated group of
organisers and coaches who worked for many days over a six-month
planning period to assess risk, secure permissions, shape the event
and then deliver it on the day. On Sunday it all felt worth it even when
we were soaked and freezing on the river. The Challenge unfortunately
had to be adapted to an upriver paddle through Hammersmith Bridge
to beyond historic Chiswick. At just 45 minutes before the start time,
an unusually large sewage release in Chelsea created unacceptable
river conditions on the Big Ben Route. Participants instead enjoyed a
classic Thames paddle covering the Boat Race course in reverse and a
refund as compensation.
So in a few days we will start planning London Crossing 2019 – it will
be much bigger and better but those who raced this year are the
pioneers – the first. So they will have special place in history and in
the hearts of the Londoners who are developing this sport. We thank
them all for joining us in our city and on the river we hold dear.
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Ben Pye
We spoke to Ben who is one of the most exciting paddlers
in the UK at the moment. We’ve seen him come through
the ranks of junior racing to be now nipping at the heels of
the older and more seasoned paddlers who currently
dominate most races.
For once, whilst his parents and sister were down at the
Hayling race, Ben made his own way to London to sleep on a
friend’s sofa the night before this race. His friend kindly
brought him to Putney Embankment early so he could be
race ready – I’m sure the friend didn’t really know what he
had let himself in for. Early starts are part of a paddler’s life!
Ben is very much at ease being interviewed and generally
thanks sponsors and organisers first before finally talking
about himself.
He took the win in the 14’ Mens Class ahead of some stiff
competition. Drafting with Ben Fisher and PJ Simmonds for
three quarters of the race, he then caught a few bumps and
boat wake and decided that was his time to forge ahead. Ben
realised he had quite a lead and stopped himself from
looking back over those last few kilometres, taking what will
be a huge win in this young man’s paddling career.
We realised whilst watching the race from the boat, that
there was no way Ben was going to be caught and were
really thrilled for him. He has been chasing a big victory all
season and felt that this was it.
Ben is also going to China in November with Marie. It’s not the
first time either. Ben qualified last year for the Worlds and this
year, with much more training and racing, he must feel pretty
confident to do well. As such a young man, he must surely know
that his time will come on the European and World stage. A huge
talent, from a well respected family and as polite as they come.
We at Supjunkie are constantly being thanked by Ben for all our
hard work – we are proud to be part of his journey.
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Marie Buchanan
Sarah from Supjunkie spoke to Marie about her win at the
inaugural London Crossing event. This came off the back of
competing at the Round Hayling Island Race the day
before, which she also won.
Conditions could not have been more different for each event
and even though the awful weather had a huge impact on the
race and Marie was tired from Hayling, she thoroughly
enjoyed it. Clearly relaxed, she shouted to other paddlers
along the way about how lucky they were to be paddling on
this part of the Thames with such iconic views. She was also
battling hard with a couple of male paddlers, which again is
something that Marie clearly thrives on. With nearly 20
bridges to navigate, Marie completely lost count but Tower
Bridge was the landmark, which let her know there were 3km
left. From this moment on, she powered away and won yet
another race in what has been a great season for Marie.
We checked out her incredible trophy from Tideway London, a
beautiful, handmade and painted pipe made from the clay
which has been dug out to make way for the super sewer.
Every competitor received a medal made from the same clay.
Marie is currently gearing up for the ISA World
Championships in November. Even though it’s been a really
busy season, she is feeling relaxed and confident about her
energy levels for China. Training and racing hard is going to
stand her in good stead for this tough competition. Juggling
with full time employment, this does not seem to dampen
her spirits for the exciting team trip later on in the year.
This has also come off the back of a bronze medal win at the
Euro SUP 2018 competition in Sardinia a few weeks ago. Marie
is also the current GB SUP National Champion. You can check
out the rest of the interview on www.supjunkie.co.uk. We wish
Marie every success at the World Championships in China.

Shara Du and friends
Shara is originally from Canada but has lived in France for many years.
Having paddled in the Big Ben event last year, she was enthusiastically
delighted to tell all her friends about this great race and bring them all
along for the London Crossing and the Challenge. There were some 15 of
them, almost neatly split between the two races. Shara races all over the
world and brought paddlers from all over the planet to the UK!
Most of these paddlers have competed in the Paris Crossing, so she felt it only
right that the London Crossing should be added to their resume. A delightful,
friendly bunch they did well in the race. Shara particularly loved paddling with
her friends, seeing the city covered by the clouds. The relative silence of being on
the water and paddling through Tower Bridge all made for a memorable
experience.
The Big Ben Challenge unfortunately could not go ahead for Health and
Safety issues, but those of Shara’s friends who were registered were able to
paddle in the opposite direction and see a completely different view of the
Thames, it’s landmarks and bridges.
There are dreams of the London Crossing becoming as big as the Paris race, not
just from Shara and her friends, but from organisers and volunteers alike.
Shara took the win for the ladies on the 12’6” and team mates Sébastien Le
Meaux and Apehau Tching Piou took the fastest time on the day on their Three
Bay tandem paddleboard. We will leave you to check out these three paddlers –
they have some great and incredible paddles behind them, world records and all!
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Andrew Triggs Hodge
It was a pleasure to interview Andrew from Tideway London and learn all
about the ‘super sewer’.
The sewer will go from west to east London and pick all the untreated,
unfiltered raw sewage that currently spills out of the overflow pipes into the
Thames. This will be taken to a sewage plant where it will be treated and the
clean water pumped back into the river. The main shafts are already in place,
and work will soon begin on the tunnel boring machines bringing it all
together. They are hoping to complete these works in a couple of years time
with ‘production’ happening in 2022-23.
The project had its first official instruction ten years ago and Andrew has
been involved for two years now. Tideway has now put the London Crossing
on the map, teaming up with Active 360 and they hope to make this event as
huge as the Paris Crossing. This can only be achieved by careful and thorough
negotiations with many authorities including the Port of London Authority.
The irony of this is that the Big Ben Challenge had to be cancelled because
of the amount of rainfall during the morning. This made the sewers
overflow and it would have been a very grim race for the paddlers, not least
for the stench alone.
Let’s not dwell on that here but give you some fun facts about the tunnel!
Twenty-six kilometres long, eight metres external diameter, 7.2 metres
internal (enough to fit three double decker London buses in!). It is a transport
and storage tunnel, which will fill up and then be taken out of the other end.
It is the lowest ‘asset’ under London so does not interfere with any other
tunnels such as the London Underground. Deepest point is 70-80 metres.
Andrew spoke about all the people who work on this project being full of
pride for what they do – they know the impact it will have on people’s lives
and are very much looking forward to the return of the beautifully, clean
River Thames.
He also spoke about those wonderful medals – how incredible, being the
recipient of the first of those, won by taking part in this great event – the
2018 London Crossing.
It’s also worth checking Andrew’s sporting achievements #olympian
19
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Interview:
Peter Tranter
Pics:
Red Bull Content Pool
(https://www.redbullcontentpool.com)
and Peter Tranter

Kai Lenny
One of the planet’s most
complete watermen
Kai means ‘ocean’ in Hawaiian and that
seems appropriate for many reasons
including the fact that all Kai’s sports
are surfing based: kiteboarding,
windsurfing, big wave surfing and SUP.
During this year’s APP World Tour in
London, we had a chance to catch up
with Kai, who cleared some time to
answer our questions on future plans.
No intros needed but if you’re
remembered for one thing in SUP –
what would it be?
I think it could be the eight world titles I have
won, the big waves I have ridden on a SUP, the
films I have produced, riding a hydrofoil SUP,
event wins and hopefully my Positively Kai Kid
events

Do you have any favourite conditions
for racing or are you happy with
whatever comes your way on the day?
My absolute favourite racing conditions are going
in and out of big waves, second would be going
downwind! But I’m not only set on those, I like
how Mother Nature just keeps on surprising.
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Besides the obvious board and
paddle - what will be the first
piece of equipment you pack
for any comp?
My favourite race fin, that is from MFC
Hawaii. Also the most comfortable
fitting Boardshort from Hurley. I always
bring a leash and a hydration pack with
me since I’m usually racing long
distance or in waves.

Where’s your fave place to
compete?

What’s in the calendar for the
rest of 2018?

Definitely home in Hawaii, I feel so
comfortable and know the water so well,
that it makes it so I can push my hardest.

I plan on doing the rest of the APP
World tour and surf really big waves on
all the different water crafts. Most
importantly continue to train to
become the best I can possibly be!

Why is competing in the APP
World Tour is important to you?
It is important because it’s the tour that
determines the best rider at the year’s
end, the world champion. For me it’s not
about beating others but more how far
you need to push yourself in order to be
the best!

You manage to head overseas
fairly frequently – where do you
usually aim for and what
appeals about this location?
It’s all a matter of the time of the year. I
do go to Europe frequently throughout
the year. Sometimes for huge waves and
others to go on lakes. There is
something unique and positive from all
corners of the globe, I’m most excited
about new places I haven’t been before
with good waves if possible.
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You chose to leave Naish and
ride independently - what
influences made you come to
that big decision?
Just the freedom to ride whatever I want.
To be able to develop equipment for
specific conditions basically. I had a great
time with Naish when I rode for them.

What advice would you give to
aspiring paddlers looking for
sponsorship opportunities?
My advice is definitely find a board
sponsor that works really good with
your style, a company that is willing to
develop and can be super supportive.
Now to get yourself sponsored requires
plenty of hard work. Try and get the
best photos and video you can, write
down all of your accomplishments, a
letter of recommendation if you can get
one from a local shop or a professional
athlete. Social media analytic numbers
are a good guage for brands to see your
value nowadays. Last but not least,
what you can do for their brand. Your
goal should always be, “The best
sponsored rider you can be.”
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If you had to choose one last
thing you wanted to achieve
within SUP, what would that be
and why?

Can you tell us about that one
stand out moment?
I have had so many, there isn’t one that
my favourite but a few really satisfying
moments were when I won my first
world title, won my first Battle of the
Paddle and won Molokai 2 Oahu on the
unlimited. Maybe one of the most mindbending have been getting a huge barrel
at Jaws or doing my first downwind
hydrofoil run on a SUP.

I don’t think I’ll ever give it up. As the
sport evolves so do the challenges. I am
sure there will be a race/event one day
that I will become super motivated to win.

How do you keep the SUP stoke
going as well as motivating
others to get involved?

Biggest rival?

If we came round for dinner,
what’s on the menu?

Have any dietary requirements
to help with your riding?

Absolutely, that would be a challenge of
a lifetime!

Eating what feels good, nothing crazy, I
have a burning furnace for a stomach. I
need fuel constantly. Bean burritos
from Taco Bell do the trick!

Any final shout outs?
Thanks to my parents, family, friends, sponsors and inspirations
that have led me in this path of enjoying and challenging myself
in the ocean.

Thank you so much Kai for your time and all the
very best for the rest of 2018 from us all here at
SUP Mag UK.
25
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How do you manage the
physicality of the sport and the
inevitable wear and tear?

Surf always but going downwind is like
surfing, so both!

I have had some good battles with
people over the years, one that was
maybe the most competitive was
probably with Connor Baxter. That was
so much fun!

Would SUP in the Olympics
motivate you?

Work on developing my equipment,
visualization of my next goal and work
on my film projects.

Since I do more then just paddle I can
find a good balance with sports like
surfing, windsurfing, kitesurfing, foiling,
big wave surfing, canoe paddling, body
surfing and training in the gym. I have
always felt that by doing all of those
sports was an advantage.

Downwind or surf?

Having fun and getting on the water is
the most important thing, and the
fastest way to introduce someone to the
ocean, lake, river or pond is definitely
on a SUP. It opens a whole new world for
them. Best thing about the sport is that
you can take it to the absolute extreme
or just cruising.

What do you do to relax?
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Depends on the night but my favourite is
my mom’s pasta dinners and her salad or
my dad’s BBQ. We eat very healthy here
in Hawaii because everything is fresh and
the fish here is incredible! I love eating at
Mamas Fish House on special occasions,
it’s the best restaurant ever!

GoXperience
a life on
board in…

CROATIA
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Words: Jenny McConkey
Pics: Nathan Williams, GoXperience Andy and Jenny McConkey, McConks
When we were offered the opportunity to spend a week on board
a 51-foot yacht sailing around some of Croatia’s islands, with
the added bonus of some fine paddle boards to play on, we
booked our flights faster than you can say, “Why would
anyone say no?”
Andy and I had a long-standing ambition to visit the islands after flying
over them on the way to Montenegro about 11 years ago (the time I
famously booked a holiday on the basis of the FatFace catalogue being
shot there and the pictures looking nice!) and the boys were sold on the
basis of a plane, a yacht, the sea and a monorail at Birmingham Airport. It
became apparent that our six and four-year olds were perhaps most excited
by the monorail – but let’s be honest, who doesn’t love a monorail!
We flew into Split at the start of half term, landing to hot sunshine and
blue skies. A friendly taxi driver drove us to Marina Kastela where we met
Nathan, our skipper, and yacht GoX. We were going to be spending a
week with Nathan (and he with us and our lively offspring), so
we were relieved to be met with a warm
welcome and a feeling that
we would quickly be
friends.
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tour of the yacht
The first evening was spent getting to know
each other and the yacht, before setting sail
(or, as it turned out, motor) the following
morning. Andy and I were given a tour of the
yacht, while Nathan filled us in on our
various responsibilities as crew and the boys
were given a lecture on yacht safety.
A beautiful cloudless morning dawned and we
were excited for the off. Our first night was to
be spent at Nathan’s ‘special place’ and we
motored off, keen to see what the week would
bring. There were McConks boards strapped to
the deck, beer in the fridge and snorkels down
below, it was looking good!
The first day passed in relaxing in the
sunshine, gazing at the stunning scenery
and much shooting of other boats as the
boys discovered the deck was an excellent
spot for a game of pirates – oh and
‘catameringue’ spotting for the four-year old.
The ‘special place’ turned out to be a few
hours sail from the marina and was a
beautiful secluded inlet on the mainland.

The days quickly
settled into
something of a
routine – swim and
SUP before
breakfast on the
decks, then setting
off under sail or
motor as conditions
allowed

On arrival, Andy and I had our first test of our
new roles – in charge of anchoring for me
and swimming to the shore to attach
mooring lines for him. Relieved to have
successfully passed this first test without
injuring ourselves, or Nathan’s pride and joy,
we were straight in the water with the boys.
The warm, clear water was delightful, and it
wasn’t long before we were all splashing,
snorkelling and playing on SUP boards.
Dinner under the stars followed, as did a
peaceful night sleep in the comfortable
cabins. An early riser, I took advantage of the
opportunity for a quiet early morning paddle
and SUP yoga, revelling in the peace and
beauty – something I rarely manage in the
school run chaos, and not living close
enough to water.
The days quickly settled into something of a
routine – swim and SUP before breakfast on
the decks, then setting off under sail or
motor as conditions allowed, lunch en route,
then arriving mid afternoon for more watery
fun. The boys occupied themselves happily
with books (two little book worms in our
house), Lego mini-figures and games of
pirates whilst we were sailing, as well as just
soaking in the scenery, and we all enjoyed
Nathans’ tales of life on the sea.
The second day we arrived at Skradin Marina,
in readiness for a trip to the Krka waterfalls,
stopping on route to pick up about eight bin
bags worth of rubbish previous GoXers had
collected and hadn’t been able to take away
with them. We were somewhat disheartened
to find that despite them having completely
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cleared the beach of rubbish a week before,
the small beach was completely covered,
mostly in plastic. Happily, Nathan has plans
to regularly take adventurers there to try and
keep it rubbish-free.

Krka waterfalls
The following morning we were up early,
ready to hire bikes for the 1.5km trip to the
falls. The bike ride was a stunning track
following the river upstream to the falls. The
waterfalls themselves were magnificent, but
the reality of small people cycling a hilly
path meant that we arrived with the crowds
from the boats and ended up walking in a
stream of people. Top tip – make sure you
get there early before the boat trips arrive!
We stopped for a welcome swim in the river
on the return cycle and to enjoy being back
away from the crowds again.
Back at GoX, we sat down with Nathan to
discuss the plan for the rest of our trip. He
offered us a choice of mooring in marinas, or
‘going into adventure mode’. Obviously we
went for the latter, so after some re-stocking
we set off, determined not to go too far
before stopping for the night. After rejecting
a couple of potential mooring sites – water
not clear enough, not quite got the wow
factor, we settled for a spot on an inlet in the
river leading up to Skradin.
It was a beautiful place, lovely fresh water to
swim in, although I discovered when I tried
to SUP on the river that there was a keen
wind blowing! We moored in isolation,
although throughout the evening there were
snorkelers spear hunting around our cove,
presumably related to the fish farm on the
opposite side of the river! A sunset paddle
and morning SUP yoga and general
tomfoolery (neither Andy nor Nathan quite
mastered the jumping from the deck of the
yacht onto the board manoeuvre, despite
repeated hilarious attempts!) and this
mooring was quickly one of our favourites.
Paddling in the warm crystal-clear waters was
a delight and both boys enjoyed practicing
solo paddling. However, we struggled to get our
normally keen boys on the SUPs for any long
journeys – partially because they loved
swimming in the warm water, and due to the
lure of the yacht’s tender, which Nathan was
happy to buzz about in with them. Trying to
dunk us with the wake and even the actual
tender, quickly became their favourite pastime
and reduced us all to giggling heaps. The boys
also loved jumping off the front of the yacht
and being towed on a paddleboard by the
tender. Nathan was the perfect host and was
always happy to go along with whatever we
wanted to do.

WWII submarine pens
The rest of the week sped by, with visits to the islands of Zlarin, Drvenik Veli and Brac to
enjoy more swimming, paddle boarding and general watery fun. Nathan was keen to
show us the WWII submarine pens on Brac and we couldn’t resist the chance to SUP into
one. However, there was a surprising level of activity at the first pen we visited, and the
interior of the tunnel was curtained off. On questioning the unforthcoming people
working in the entrance, it transpired that a film was being shot there – had we
uncovered a future Bond villain’s lair? It certainly looked the part.
Spirits still high, we had a lovely afternoon on the water, in the water and pondering the
meaning of the inexplicable graffiti on a rock in this otherwise beautiful, secluded cove –
‘don’t sh*t to bic’. Disappointed that we hadn’t been approached to appear in the movie,
we headed for another submarine pen the next morning. An eerie experience followed,
as we paddled into the dark, quiet (except for the swallows flitting around near the roof)
tunnel, which extended a couple of hundred metres into the hillside. We quickly
returned to the bright sunshine, the boys generally scared by the whole experience and
worried the tunnel was going to collapse on their heads, whilst we were caught up by the
wartime atmosphere.
Our last day quickly dawned, and we headed for Milna, a pretty town on Brac, to refuel
the yacht and for a last swim before sadly heading back into Marina Kastela. Toby and
Ollie were dreading saying goodbye to Nathan, who had fulfilled his promise of
becoming a second dad to them and we were feeling similarly upset to leave Nathan,
GoX and the lifestyle we’d become accustomed to! One final meal out, a hot night on the
yacht in the marina listening to a wedding reception which mixed Croatian tunes with
80s soft rock and then it was time for teary goodbyes and back to the airport with only a
final monorail trip to look forward to.
We would heartily recommend a SUP and sail holiday in Croatia, particularly onboard
GoX with Nathan and GoXperience. Every trip is fully customized around the customers
on that trip, which means that you paddle as much or as little as you want to. It’s fair to
say that we didn’t paddle anywhere near as much as we (McConks senior) would have
liked but that’s because our boys decided that swimming, jumping off the yacht and off
boards, and snorkeling was more important. That’s what makes GoX such a great
experience. Nathan’s willingness to go along with your wishes, just supplementing them
with his local experience where necessary. Nathan is a great host and his impish sense
of humour makes what is already a great adventure an experience to treasure. All that
remains to be said is – please Nathan, can we come back soon?
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A chat with…

SARAH
THORNELY
of

SUP JUNKIE
Words: Andrea Richardson
Pics: Antony Thornely and
Sarah Thornely is one of the
UK’s top paddlers in her race
category, a very talented
photographer and with her most recent venture (SUPjunkie) she
is providing commentary on the some of the most exciting UK
SUP races and interviewing some of the world’s best paddlers
and newcomers to the sport. We thought that it would be
interesting to turn the tables and find out more about the
person behind the lens and mic.
Sarah, you have been a familiar friendly face on the UK SUP
scene for a few years now, can you tell us a bit about yourself
and how you started SUP?
Born and raised in Guildford, Surrey – I still live locally. As a family, we spent our
summer holidays on a beach near Padstow playing on the sea with a surfboard my
father made. It was very cool being the ‘70s and had a Mary Quant design on it – oh,
how I wish I had that board now. Having then been a busy wife and mother for
many years, I never really ‘got’ any sport and so the first time my feet were
planted on a paddleboard back in 2013, I felt secure and happy to be on the
water. A friend introduced me to paddleboarding and I had my first lesson
with Blue Chip and have been a member of that club ever since.
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What are the highlights or your
most memorable events during
this time?
During my first race season I went off to
compete in the Nautic SUP crossing in
Paris – I hadn't had that much experience
but went over to have a go as it is such an
iconic race. I started at the back of the
field as was sure I was going in and just
kept paddling past people and finished
well and more importantly, dry.
It was dark when we set off and the River
Seine looked menacing so it was pretty
memorable to be able to achieve that
early on. Last year was very special, as I
became joint overall national champion in
the 14' board class. A combination of
being at my fittest and some good old
fashioned luck was involved. The last race
at Central SUP in 2017 was during Storm
Brian and with some last-minute training
with Ryan James, the right board choice
and other paddlers mistakes, meant I took
the title. Achieving that at 58 years young
felt pretty cool.
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“Capturing people when they
are unaware and taking shots
of all racers who participate is
really important to me.”
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You are a qualified SUP instructor,
where do you teach and what is your
most favourite SUP skill you like
to teach?

You are also known for being behind
the camera lens capturing some of the
most fantastic images (I am a great
fan of your work), can you tell us a
little more about your style of
photography and what catches your
eye before taking a particular shot?

I am an ASI qualified instructor and I teach with Blue
Chip at Surbiton. I am not sure I have a favourite skill
to teach but I think the more challenging the
newcomer paddler is, the more rewarding it is. The
longer it takes to get that paddler up on their feet, the
more compelled I feel to make sure that it will happen
during that lesson. If I could really confidently play at
buoy/step back turns, I would be messing about with
that for most of the lesson and they wouldn't learn
much else! Being on the (nicer part of the) Thames,
lots of our clients would not want to be falling in there
so we are limited to good old fashioned technique
and safety. We send them away with a good
knowledge of those skills.

Thank you Andrea – I know you are a big fan. I have
been taking photos since I was about 17 and have
always taken them for fun, never had any lessons but
believe I have a good eye. My camera is way too
complicated for me as it was an insurance claim
upgrade so I stick it on auto and off I go. Capturing
people when they are unaware and taking shots of all
racers who participate is really important to me. The
winners always have photos of themselves but the
newcomers and slower paddlers often do not. If I am
covering an event I will stay until the last paddler is
in. Trying to capture the action and emotion is also
important to me especially when people are relaxed
and happy – they shine out of the image.

If you could change three things in the
SUP world, what would it be?
Equality, equality, equality! Seriously, the ability for
all paddlers, male, female, young and old to have a
fair and equal time on the water, whether racing or
not but if they are racing, then equality and choice
for all the female paddlers out there. Red Bull Heavy
Water race has finally invited women to participate in
the race this year, but not all – just ask Annabel
Anderson! It’s happening, but oh, so slowly.

You and your husband Antony have
recently set up ‘SUPjunkie’, can you tell us
what inspired you to start this business?
Deciding not to race in 2018 was at first difficult but
once I was invited onto the team at the newly formed
GBSUP I realised I may not have time to race! Mark
Price stuck a paddlemic into my hand and asked me
to interview some paddlers and being a great talker
and thoroughly loving the whole SUP scene I found
something I enjoyed. I also know so many of the
paddlers and others I have interviewed so hopefully
they trust me and feel comfortable so it brings out
the best in them, even the timid ones. A year ago I
was in talks with some girlfriends to try and represent
women in our sport. We talked about interviewing top
female paddleboarders but at the time I believed this
would be in written form and not something I would
be particularly good at. I am good at talking!

For the big federations home and abroad to finally get
together and sort the whole ‘governing body’ issue
out (or not) but at least to put all the paddlers first
and let them do what they do best – have fun! Chris
Parker recently wrote a great piece about this in the
August edition of SUP Racer – check it out.
For it to be unlawful for a board to be sold without a
leash or a lesson – if all you can afford is a cheaper
style board and it gets you on the water then so be it
but a lesson and a leash could ultimately save your
life and give you a much better time on the water.
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“We have been
really lucky to
have been
included in the
GBSUP team
going to
China and
everybody seems
to be excited with
our involvement.”

Watch Sarah’s interview with Kai Lenny:
https://youtu.be/Em6UdIVp8Kc

China has certainly tested us. I've had some
great support from Antony and good friends
(you included!) I am not very technically
minded so web and logo design, printing tshirts, the importance of social media to
promote all this has been mind boggling to
be honest.

SUPjunkie felt like it came from nowhere but
when it was launched at the APP World Tour
in London, my husband Antony and I
realised we worked really well together and
perhaps we should start taking this
seriously. We had been looking at something
we could work at together and maybe we
have found that. It's been such fun and we
are learning new skills all the time.

As for China, there are certainly going to be
some challenges there with the ban on all
social media. There are ways around this
but it will certainly push us. We are not pros,
have never pretended to be, we are just
enthusiastic and want to help and promote,
especially our home grown talent and we
will do our very best to keep the friends and
families at home in touch with what is
going on in China.

What events has SUPjunkie
covered so far and do you have
any favourite moments?
Having covered all the GBSUP National
Series with their own media team and two
of the UKN1SCO events, SUPjunkie has to
date only covered the APP World Tour but
what a big event that was. We feel really
proud that we were able to do the event
justice both with the live feed of the pro
races and so many interviews of some
pretty big stars and important people in the
SUP world. These can all be seen on our
website: supjunkie.co.uk. However one of
my favourite moments has to be the first
live feed with Mark Price at the Battle of the
Thames, totally unplanned for me to be
there in that boat but it was such fun.

What are your goals for
SUPjunkie in the next few years?
Goals change almost on a daily basis
depending on energy levels! If we are
feeling on top of it, we will go out and
smash the world of SUP over the next few
years and if we are feeling a wee bit
tired/grumpy, then SUPjunkie is going to
potter about and be an amazing low key
brand that follows our wonderful UK races
and brings them to the fans. We will be
working very closely with the GBSUP
National Series next year, which is one of
our priorities as it's very close to our hearts
and a very positive group to be involved in.

SUPjunkie will be travelling to
China with the GB Team
covering the ISA Worlds SUP
and Paddleboard Champs, how
is it going?

If SUP boards, cameras, paddle
mics and gimbals ceased to
exist tomorrow, which of these
items would you miss the most?

We have been really lucky to have been
included in the GBSUP team going to
China and everybody seems to be excited
with our involvement. We have been helping
with crowdfunding and promoting the
paddlers and event. There are some huge
challenges just in the planning for sure.
Setting up a new company with all that
involves whilst doing our best to promote

This is a great question and I think because
of it’s health benefits of being out on the
water be it a river, lake or more recently the
sea/surf, I would have to say the board. What
a wonderful sport, it brings together people
who may never have met. Like most sports,
you have a common interest and as my
husband has always said, “Stand up paddlers
are some of the nicest people.” I've made
some great, great friends over the years and
to paddle down a river with some mates to
the pub or be thrashing around a technical
race course – you just can't beat it. I
apologise to the camera, paddle mic and
gimbal – you are great fun but sometimes
you do my head in!

Thank you so much for your
time Sarah and I will look
forward to seeing you soon at
the next SUP event in the UK
Thank you Andrea – see you before then for
some SUPsurf!
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Photo: Sarah Thornely SUPjunkie)
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Full focus

Glasby
Claire
Photographer profile
Interview: SUPM
Pics: Claire Glasby and Miles Taylor of PROtography
Claire Glasby’s work first came to our attention when we saw
some stunning windsurfing shots of hers in 2017. It was
therefore quite fitting that one of her images adorn the cover of
SUPM’s sister magazine Windsurfing UK. But Claire isn’t a one
trick pony and shoots all kind of subject including stand up
paddle boarding. Here we catch up with CG to find out more.
Tell us how you got into photography and what made you
think it’d be a good idea to stick with?
I got my first ‘point and shoot’ camera as a young teen and was always praised at how well I
framed my shots. This made me want to get a DSLR and I was given one as a present on my
18th birthday. I then went to university in Southampton, where I joined the Windsurfing Club.
I went to many Student Windsurfing events, when I decided it was too cold to windsurf, so
instead got on a powerboat and took lots of pictures!

You shoot a lot of watersports but what’s your fave
thing to photograph?
I love to take nature shots of landscapes on a smaller scale. By that, I mean focusing on a
small area of the landscape, rather than the full picture.

Any particular one shot you’re proud of? Is it
included in the selection accompanying this profile?
The picture I’m most proud of isn’t included in the selection here unfortunately. It’s this
picture of the front half of an old Kawasaki motorbike parked up on a beach on the north
side of Lefkada during a very pink sunset, with the sun peering through the front wheel.

Who inspires you and your work?
I would like to say there are various people that inspire me and my work. I follow lots of
different accounts on Instagram. Some are very much landscapes, nature and others are
watersports accounts. My manager, owner of Protography, Miles Taylor, inspired me from
the moment I met him. We were introduced in Vassiliki and watching him put his passion
into practice is why I am here now! I am a huge fan of the pictures he takes; he has a keen
eye of thinking out the box and his perspective is very unique.
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What appeals about shooting
SUP and watersports?
I really enjoy shooting SUP early in the
morning, because the water is like glass;
it is so tranquil and always looks so
relaxing being on those boards first thing.
I also really love shooting freestyle
windsurfing - being able to capture those
ridiculous moves in a split second is a
great feeling. I really enjoy being able to
capture the speed in watersports, also
because I love being on the water myself,
it has more appeal than sports on land.

How do you make an image
look dynamic, is it down to the
subject in question?
I would say that it comes down to the
placement of yourself, in comparison to
the subject on the water. You’ve got to be
able to know where the SUP, windsurfer or
other is going and then try to line up with
them. It’s also important to make sure
your camera is set up correctly.

Where’s you fave place to
photograph?

Any bucket list spots you’d
like to get to specifically with
shooting in mind?

Do you get any industry
support and help with costs?
I do not get any industry help with costs.
All the equipment belongs to me and I
have to pay for my own maintenance.

There are lots of places I would love to
travel to and photograph along the way,
but I think that as I’ve been to many hot
countries I would like to go somewhere
cold for a change – somewhere like
Iceland, maybe.

Any plans to get involved
shooting from the water?
I would love to shoot from the water,
however, the equipment to make this
possible is very expensive and I would be
very worried for my own safety if riders
didn’t see me.

What gear do you use and
why?
I use a Canon 5D mark iii and the lens is a
Canon L series 70-200mm f2:8. I use that
body because when I got it was one of the
highest shutter speed cameras with full
frame. The colours that come out of it are
amazing. It shoots brilliantly in low light
and you can ramp up your ISO quite high
before getting too much noise
interference. The 70-200mm lens is
perfect for watersports as taking pictures
from a rib you can get quite unstable in
windy weather, so you wouldn’t want a
bigger one. The lens is also very crisp and
I love that it has an f-stop of 2:8.

What’s your involvement with
PROtography and how that
works?
PROtography hires me to do take the
pictures specifically at Wildwind
Sailing Club. The company
provides me with
accommodation, food
allowance and
flights.

One my favourite places to photograph
was Sri Lanka; the country is beautiful.
The landscapes, the animals and the
people there are beautiful. I
would love to go
back.
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What’s the hardest part of your
job and why?

And the best?
The best part is that feeling when you
know you’ve got a great shot and you just
want to share it with everyone. Also,
spending a great amount of time with the
Wildwind beach team; they are like a
little family and I have great
fun with them.

I would say the hardest part of my job is
being in the sun for long hours every day. I
have to make sure I’ve always got enough
water, sun cream, hat, sunglasses…
everything possible that would prevent me
from getting heat stroke.
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What about actually getting afloat yourself – get
much time for this?
I don’t get as much time as I would like. Usually after finishing taking the pictures
there’s not enough hours left in the day. But I should probably admit that I don’t push
myself enough to get out there at those times; I’m not actually very confident on the
water really.

Do you get frustrated when a good forecast pops up
and you have to work behind the lens?
Yes, I do get frustrated when an amazing forecast pops up and I have to work, but it
also means that I can get some brilliant action shots.

Thanks and praise?
Firstly I’d like to thank
my parents. They’ve
always been supportive
of my career choices,
from previously working
towards becoming a
chartered accountant, to
working in Greece as a
photographer. It’s been a
huge transition and I’m
not sure I could have
done it without them. I
would also like the thank
my manager, Miles
Taylor, for giving me the
best opportunity entering
into the world of
photography and really
believing in my work.

What are your plans for the rest of 2018 and into
winter? Any plans for more trips or a break from work?
I am in a privileged position in that I options for my future work, I’m leaning towards
heading down under in Australia and explore and work there. Also Belgium, my
homeland, is an option or even possibly going back to the UK. As I’ve had such an
incredible summer showcasing and expanding my skills whatever I end up doing
needs to be just as stimulating.

And what about next season? More of the same?
I can’t say for certain what I will be doing next season. I think that depends a lot on
my winter plans.

Final words on photography in general?
I love how creative I can get with photography. I come from a finance background,
where there are set rules that have to be followed and it’s not so easy to think outside
the box. With photography you can be as creative as you want to be and also share
your perspective on things with others. The more I practice the more I see. My work
has definitely helped me appreciate travelling more.
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Words: Tony Marsh
Pics: Tony Marsh,
Eaglesnest Photography &
Anthony Ing
Tony Marsh from
standuppaddleboarduk.com
gives us a brief description of
SUP-X. Not sure? Then read on
to find out more.
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Some of the joy of SUP is its variety. The sport
means many different things to many different
people. Some people take to the waves or take on
expeditions in far flung places. Others enjoy the thrill
of racing or just playing out on the water. After all there
is nothing half as much worth doing as simply messing
about in boats (or on boards). Then there are the ones who
take on the challenge of the river and when that isn’t
enough, spice things up with SUP-X (SUP Cross).
The brain-child of Anthony Ing and Barry Hughes
(Desperate Measures and Nottingham Whitewater SUP),
SUP-X is a mass start whitewater race following a set
course, often including a number of action gates
such as tapping a target with a blade. The
events are run with a number of heats to
sort out finalists, who then do battle for
the crown.
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Mile End Mill, Llangollen
The weekend of 14-15th July 2018 saw
paddlers from across the country descend
on Mile End Mill, Llangollen for the Welsh
Whitewater SUP Fest and the Welsh round of
the SUP-X race series hosted by Stand Up
Paddle Board UK and Anthony Ing.
The event was attended by a mix of
paddlers, some of whom had never tried
moving water on a board before but had
heard of the event and wanted to give it a
go. Thankfully the nerves soon settled as
the more experienced paddlers offered a
warm welcome and plenty of support.
Saturday started with a workshop titled,
‘Speed is Your Friend’. Using dry land and
wet drills Anthony explained how the right
stroke at the right time and with the right
amount of power and pressure through the
feet could see you safely through river
features. There then followed a tour of the
course and an open practice session putting
those new skills into use.

Four paddlers in a heat
As the afternoon started so did the SUP-X
event. Four paddlers in a heat, all running the
same course at the same time through the
main drops, eddies and across the current to
an upstream finish at the beach. It soon
became clear that anything could and would
happen and those who looked like favourites
would often be overtaken as the flow got the
better of them. What made the event special
was not only the cheers from the bank but
the cheers from the other boarders on (and
often in) the water with you.
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The competition format ensured that every
paddler competed in numerous runs as
competitors got knocked out through the
heats and the finalists determined. The grand
final was a close run event with paddlers
giving their all to try and win the day.

Live music
The grand final wasn’t the end of the day
though. Once dry and recovered, a barbecue
and live music from The Cazadors moved the
camaraderie off the river to the campsite, as
the podium places were announced.
The men’s competition saw Anthony Ing
take first, with Will Evans second. Third
place was Doug Jardine. In the ladies event,
Katie Simmons was first, second place was
Emma Cornes and third place Nicky Marsh.
An inspiration award was presented to Dave
Cardwell who proved to all that SUP is for
everyone.
Sunday saw paddlers take on a descent of the
Dee from Horseshoe Falls to Mill End Mill. The
sun shone as the group negotiated the rapids
of Chain Bridge and Serpents Tail. Dean
Jeffries running a series of successful laps
through Serpents was something to behold
and drew the admiration of the kayakers and
canoeists also tackling that rapid.
It was an amazing weekend for paddlers
and spectators alike, and I would like to
thank the organisers, Palm Equipment and
Water Kills Academy for sponsoring the
event and the White Water SUP UK
community for all they did.

Find out more
Contact http://standuppaddleboarduk.com
or find the White Water SUP UK or
Nottingham White Water SUP Facebook
groups: www.facebook.com/nottswwsup/
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Ten minutes
with…

Heidi
Jabbari

Heidi is a SUP and windsurf instructor in the Greek town of
Vassiliki. She is also the brand ambassador for Neptune SUP.
Interview: SUPM
Main photo: protographyofficial.com

How do you balance SUP with windsurfing in Vass?
They go perfectly hand in hand. The conditions and local effects make it an ideal place to
do both. Calm flat waters in the morning make it perfect for a SUPing along the mountain
side or join in on a Club Vass SUP fitness session. The afternoon brings in Vassiliki’s
famous cross-shore wind Eric; which means a change of kit and everyone’s back on the
water, windsurfing.

Do you paddle more or windsurf? And do you have a preference?
Depends where I am and what the conditions are like. If it’s windy I’ll go windsurfing and
if it’s calm I’ll head out on my Neptune All Rounder and if it’s wavy I’ll take the Neptune’s
Wave SUP. I used to prefer windsurfing but now it’s equal. Nothing can beat being on the
water no matter the sport!
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How do the two compliment
one another?
Accessibility. SUPing has offered so much
to the world of watersports. This fresh new
sport has brought so many more people
into windsurfing, surfing and kitesurfing.
SUPing is growing and growing. Personally
I enjoy seeing busier water as it means
more people are out doing what we all love
so much.

Done any big journeys on your
SUP? If so, where?
Recently I have got into SUP surfing and
took the Neptune Wave SUP to Croyde in
north Devon. We were blessed with the
glassy conditions and unreal waves at
Putsborough beach. This is where I really
got to grips with surf SUPing.

Yoga's a big thing on SUPs
these days. Do you indulge?
How does it benefit?
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Talking about the brand and getting our
name out there. Not a lot of brands hold
the value that a Neptune holds and I’m
really proud to be a part of the family.

What are the benefits of being
sponsored by Neptune?

Tell us about your paddling in
the UK. What does that
encompass?

Thanks and praise?

Racing isn't on the cards at the moment
but who knows?

t

What does the Neptune SUP
sponsorship involve?

Sneaking the surf SUP whenever I can.

Keen to race at all? And what
about SUP surfing?

s

I’ve had some incredible moments in
Vass, the place itself is incredible and
working for Club Vass has been so much
fun. One of the most amazing moments
and one thing on my bucket list was
windsurfing with dolphins. I’d been
dreaming of having a moment like this
since starting water sports and this year it
happened. Perfect windsurfing conditions
and a pod of dolphins. Thank you Vassiliki

You’ve got to stretch it out! It’s so easy for
us (windsurfers and SUPers) to get carried
away with getting our kit ready that we
forget to get ourselves ready. It’s
important to warm up and stretch. We can
give our muscles the TLC they deserve
even if we are just dedicating 5-10
minutes to trying some SUP yoga moves.
I find my 10ft All Rounder is a perfect size
for me to enjoy paddling and trying some
poses. But ultimately yoga is a form of
meditation and just getting that head
space is what we all need. Even if we aren’t
doing a downward dog or nailing that SUP
yoga headstand we are benefiting
ourselves so much by slowing down,
listening to what is around us and just
enjoying being on the water.

My Neptune has been everywhere around
the UK with me. It almost lives on the roof
of my tiny car. I’ve enjoy SUPing in the
highlands of Scotland, all over the south
coast and recent trip to Croyde in North
Devon. Aren’t we lucky here in England to
have so many beautiful lake, rivers and
beaches to enjoy SUPing ?
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Can you tell us about one
stand out moment throughout
your time at Vass?
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If you could paddle anywhere
in the world, where and what
appeal about the location?
I’d love to go to Norway and paddle the
fjords. Recently watched a surfing
documentary about Iceland and love the
idea of exploring the untouched
Scandinavia.

What do you do to relax?
Apart from water sports? Drink lots of tea.

Any final thoughts on SUP in
general?
Make sure you get out and explore the UK
on your SUP.

Damien and Gary from Neptune. Everyone
at Club Vass. Sandy (2XS) for telling me to
get my back foot back and being my
personal photographer.

MINI Guide…
Overview

The beach
‘Tis over the
bridge my dear.

Westwood Ho!’s beach
stretches two miles
towards the estuary
mouth that separates the
Ho! from Braunton
Burrows and Saunton
Sands. At low tide the
sand, whilst still moist, is
generally hard packed and
good for family fun such
as sandcastle digging, kite
flying and general seaside
frolics. At high tide the
beach all but disappears
leaving just a (large)
pebbled ridge exposed. If
you want to surf then it’s
best to head to the
Northam Burrows end
during full water as it
offers safer access.

Words: SUPM
Pics: Tez & Fi
Plavenieks
For many SUP surfing in North Devon is
all about hitting the headline breaks of
Croyde, Woolacombe, Putsborough and
Saunton – the latter holding the most
favour with tripping surf SUPers.

https://goo.gl/maps/K9kKhNQY9qA2

With its easy access, mellow vibe, longboard rep (read
slower, sloping waves), Saunton is a big attraction. Yet
just over the bridge, further south and just outside of
the town of Bideford, is another less frequented stretch
of sand that’s also perfect for a spot of wave sliding.
Westwood Ho! does stand in the shadow of its
neighbour but offers in many cases an even easier
going experience for those who dabble with a paddle.
More seaside town than surf town, WH has two main
put in points: the village itself where access to the surf
can be gained via slipway next to the carpark. Northam
Burrows is just a little way along the seafront and offers
paddlers entry via a country park. Sheep and wild
horses roam free, whilst golf lovers club balls along
rough grassy stretches. Depending on how busy the
place is, Northam Burrows can be a less hectic affair.

As is such with seaside
towns, there’s plenty of
kiss me quick style
amenities with some
better than others. Away
from the fast food outlets,
mini golf and go karts you
can find a bunch of higher
end eating and drinking
establishments. Head
towards Appledore for an
oldie worldly vibe or sit on
Westwood Ho!’s village
green outside the surf
shop, overlooking the
beach, and enjoy a cider
or two.
Swimmers should check
out the low tide lido pool
that offers refreshing dips
in Atlantic brine. Access is
via steps and along a reef
perched pathway. It’s easy
to miss this but is
definitely a highlight
away from wave action.
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Westwood Ho!, Devon
The surf

Experienced SUP surfers will also be well served if
you’re thinking of investigating alternative
options and discovering spots that aren’t well
publicised. For the keen blood hound there are
plenty of tucked away nooks and crannies that
can serve up epic conditions on the right forecast.
Go with respect, avoid rocking up as a big group
and show courtesy in the line up at these spots. If
you do so then you’ll be well received.

Much like Saunton, Westwood Ho!’s waves are a
little easier going that many breaks in the area.
That said you can still suss a punchy section or two.
For our money on a clean swell WH waves peel
perfectly and offer walled up sections that are great
for a bit of SUP surfing action. It’s a relatively easy
paddle out and there are plenty of peaks to choose
from.

Westwood Ho!’, for those in the know, is a funky
little spot that offers quality (quiet) SUP surfing
waves with onshore facilities to suit all the family.
Easy beach access, plenty of other things to do
and facilities, what’s not to like?

The sea is usually pretty quiet throughout the
whole year. We’ve visited during peak times on
plenty of occasions and only ever found a handful
of other water users enjoying the surf. Awareness
and respect still need to be kept/given but by and
large you’ll have free run of the place. It’s a great
location for any beginner SUP surfers or those
progressing through the ranks.
Even on big days it’s possible to enjoy a fulfilling
session in waves that you wouldn’t normally think
were doable. For those with more experience the
high tide reef at the village end offers a few fast
peaks to whack but care should be taken as rocks
lurk not too far below the surface.

Out and about
Westwood Ho! actually links up with a few other
surrounding places. It’s not quite as off the beaten
track as other places in Devon/Cornwall with
Northam, Appledore, Bideford and Abbotsham all
connecting easily and offering plenty of things to
see and do. If you’re heading to WH on a family trip
then The Big Sheep is worth a look and the historic
village of Clovelly is just along the coast.
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3 on 3
challenges and trials in
the name of charity
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Words and pics:
Sam Wilson
Three guys; three missions:
head out to Rampion wind
farm, paddle 100km on the
River Trent in two days, then
paddle the English Channel.
One truly worthy cause.
Zero paddle boarding
experience – what can go
wrong?
Sounds full on, right? It is. Sam Wilson from
Brighton is leading Team Ufi (more on this in a
moment) and, along with Marc Munier and
Michael Craig, these three guys are undertaking
some pretty big paddle board challenges, even
more so considering none of them had even set
foot on a board until four months ago.

“So what drove you to try paddle
boarding and to take on these
challenges?”
It's a combination of falling in love with SUP after
trying it for the first time in April this year and
thinking we could push ourselves to complete
some epic challenges to raise money for a very
worthy cause. All three of us have a spirit of
adventure, and the timing seemed right to
combine a new challenge with a worthwhile
fundraising effort.
Team Ufi is so called after Sam's young daughter
Ophelia (Ufi to her friends). Ufi has cerebral palsy
and will need a pretty major operation for her to
ever have the chance of being able to walk. It's an
expensive procedure so we thought why not push
ourselves to raise money for this operation via
paddle boarding challenges? More info can be
found at www.gofundme.com/ufiwillwalk.

“OK, sounds cool. Tell me about the
wind farm trip”
Anyone on the south coast will have seen the
Rampion wind farm out at sea and probably
thought, “Wow, that looks big. I wonder what it's
like up close?”
Well, we wanted that closer look! Firstly we should
say that if anyone else does this, please go better
prepared that we did (sunscreen would have been
good, as would having an understanding of
shipping lanes!) but we just took off from Lancing
one morning in June and well, paddled hard.
53
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Ok, what about the
River Trent paddle?
We thought it might be fun to join the
Trent100 (www.trent100.com) It's a 100km
paddle challenge (the longest in Europe I
think) from near the source of the River
Trent in Staffordshire, going through
Derbyshire and ending in the centre of
Nottingham over 48 hours.
We did it and held our own in a pack of
pretty hardcore paddlers, although we were
broken at the end of day one! It's a really
tough challenge, but would recommend it to
anyone – only one swan attack too, which
was a bonus!

For the gear geeks out
there, we were all riding
Red Voyager 12 '6
inflatables (yep, we got a
sweet deal on a bulk buy),
which did the job
admirably. Two of us had
Red three-piece carbon
paddles, Marc decided to
get himself a one piece
carbon fibre/bamboo
number which we're all a
little bit jealous of (but
we'll never tell him that).

As we knew the water levels would be really
low in some places we decided to make
(read: delegate this job to Marc) some
shorter river fins. We did this by buying the
cheapest regular fins we could find, then
letting Marc loose with a boiling pan, a
blowtorch and an angle grinder. Results
were pretty good! These were totally needed
and it was a good first insight into how
differently boards track with a shallow fin.
For three guys who are total newbies to SUP
we're pretty proud of what we did there and
experienced some magical scenery on the
River Trent too.

The conversation the night before started
with, “Guys, shall we take a paddle on the
River Cuckmere tomorrow?” I don't quite
know what happened from there, but at
08.00 the next morning we found ourselves
on the beach at Lancing in the baking sun
(with no sunscreen), staring at some
turbines in the far distance.
It's a pretty long journey (approx. 28km
round trip) in open water, so even a one-foot
swell can make life tricky. We got to within
about 400 metres of the turbines before we
were accosted by a patrol boat and 'politely'
prevented from going any further! We've still
no idea if it's legal to paddle out there or not
and the patrol boat did warn us we crossed
two busy shipping lanes to get there, but it
was a pretty cool day, lots of jellyfish but no
dolphins unfortunately even though there
were rumours they were around.

Nice work...
and the Channel crossing?
That's for 2019 and we're gonna take that a
bit more seriously than the wind farm trip!
The distance is 43km I believe, so not much
further than our round trip wind farm visit,
but there's some major shipping lanes to
consider, as well as the required support rib
boat and the dangers that unpredictable
open water can throw up, but it will be an
awesome achievement and not too many
people have done this.
No doubt it'll be really tough, but we've got a
strong cause in Team Ufi driving us forward
to help us achieve this!
After the Channel crossing, we're not sure
what the next challenge will be, although
the Colorado River has been mentioned a
few times. We'll let you know what we come
up with.
One of the (many) great things about paddle
boarding is its accessibility: There's a really
quick learning curve and you can push
yourself as hard or as gently as you like. I
think that if the three of us can achieve
what we've done so far in just four months
it's a good indicator that anyone can get
involved with paddle boarding and have
some amazing experiences.
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Photo: Thorsten Indra
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For 2019 Werner has developed the dedicated Foil shapes with great input from Keahi. The
boards are short for reduced swing weight during pumping and maneuvers. The extremely beveled
rails help reduce the wetted surface at take-off and prevent the board from catching the water in
the turns. The cut-out tail section on the bottom surface has the same purpose.
The flat deck ensures stability. The pad features an increased arch line along the center so that you
can feel the center of the board without even looking down. The pad tail kick is positioned perfectly
for optimized foiling stance. The boards come with 2 foot-straps and foot-strap plugs.
The 2 track boxes for the plate mounted foils have a generous length of 33cm so you can also
use the board for light wind windsurf foiling at the back position.
SIZE

6’8” x 26”
7
7’0”
x 28”

TECHNOLOGY

PRO EDITION
WOOD EDITION
PRO EDITION
WOOD EDITION

LENGTH

WIDTH

VOLUME

THICKNESS

203cm

66cm

96L

11.2cm/4.4”

213cm

71cm

115L

11.2cm/4.4”

PRO

WE
.COM
.COM

For the love…

Behind
the brand
with Aqua Inc.’s
Alexander Mettes
For this issue’s Behind the Brand feature we talk
to Alec Mettes of Aqua Inc. Read on to find out
more about the Euro SUP company.
Interview: SUPM
Pics: Aqua Inc.
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Tell us about Aqua Inc.’s history – how did the
company come about?
Nine years ago the owner of Instinct approached me to become partner in the relaunch of the well-known surf brand INSTINCT founded in 1979 by surf legend Shaun
Tomson. With quite some background in the garment industry and board shaping, I
started developing a SUP board range and a garment collection. SUP was really
beginning at that time in Europe and we saw it as an upcoming sport.
We had half a million Euro on the table from financiers, but they wanted to move the
sales solely through e-commerce. We did not believe in that and stopped the project.
Meanwhile we got in touch with the well-respected shaper Fabio Giacomini, who was
already shaping SUPs. We had so much fun in developing the boards that we decided
to go on with friends making them. We had the guts not to go for the money, but to
follow our dreams.
Two weeks later we got out of the blue an order of 30 surfboards from South Korea,
which was huge at that time and gave us a quick start. The orders kept coming in and
after a year when we visited the distributor in Korea we found out the beach was full
of our boards.
Initially we made boards under Spider and Instinct, but customers asked if we could
not deliver them under another name. At that time Aqua Inc. came up, the brand,
which I registered in 1999. I was working at Tommy Hilfiger in those days and
wanted to set up a similar brand for watersport lovers. Although it was not planned
the brand name was extremely suitable for what we are doing now. The ‘Halkidiki’
part refers to the beautiful peninsula on mainland Greece where I often went. It gave
me great inspiration for building the collections. Our logo I think speaks for itself.
We then developed our wave SUP range. The boards were tested by waterman Freddy
Leroux in Durban, South Africa. The first pictures of Freddy rocking our boards are
still very precious. He told us the boards ‘cook’, so we knew we were heading in the
right direction.
After the success with the wave boards, customers kept asking if we could make race
SUPs. Actually we wanted to focus on the wave boards but Brian Johncey from Blue
Chip made us do it. He wanted to have a custom carbon 14’ race board. It got delayed
and delayed but we finally fixed a date Brian could pick it up during a trip to
Amsterdam. Because of the time pressure we could not paint the board grey as
planned and we kept it black carbon. The board was flown in and arrived just in time.
Brian was very happy and soon they were calling him the GhostRider. After
Halloween, when the pictures of Pete Vale in his skeleton suit appeared, on the black
carbon board with blue LED light underneath we had to rename the board GhostRider.
The GhostRider was the first board, which showed up on the 11 Cities in the
Netherlands and now has a legendary status. Although it is not in the range any
more, we make every a few every year on special requests for good customers.
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Got any fond memories of
your time stand up
paddling so far?
I love to paddle with my girls on our local
canals and moats. It is unbelievable how
different they look from the water. There
are many small statues in the brick walls,
which people usually don’t see. I like the
great feeling paddling gives, that peace of
mind and how incredibly beautiful nature
is standing on the water. In my local area
you can see carp, pike and even Koi
swimming around. It is also great to see
how much fun my girls have when they
invite friends to come over for a paddle. No
video games can beat the pleasure they
have with a board and paddle.

Where do the ideas for
your products come from?
Basically our ideas can come from
anywhere. We are inspired by travelling,
fashion my annual trip to Halkidiki, but
also a visit to the hardware store.
Sometimes the best ideas come from
weird places. We have a great group of
dedicated shapers, riders, customers and
friends around us. They know we like to
develop nice things, so they contact us
when they have good ideas. Our shapers
are always great sparring partners, they
have so much knowledge you cannot find
in a book or on the internet. We also listen
very carefully to our riders. Their feedback
or small suggestions can make a huge
difference in the performance of a board.

What’s been key to your
success within SUP?
Besides good quality, shapes and design,
the key to our success is that we keep
things personal. We want to do business
with people who want to share the stoke.
That is in our opinion the way which
works long term. Further we do not
compromise on technical limitations.
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In terms of change, how’s
the sport moved on? Is it
easier to sell SUP gear
nowadays?
For us the sport is moving on very well. A
big YES it is easier to sell. We forecasted a
big growth, but although we planned it,
we have been running many additional
orders. Our paddles were already
recognised in the market, but this year
was crazy. We had to launch our AirRider
2019 three months ago as they were
flying out through stores. In general we
believe the only way to win in the SUP
business is to bring quality.
We trust the great summer we’ve had in
2018 and large numbers of people who
started paddling this year will give spinoff next season.

What’s the plan for the
rest of 2018? Which areas
will you focus on the most?
Our main focus is on 2019 planning at the
moment, although we are still delivering
goods. We just finalized the 2019 range
and I am really happy with it. The
catalogue is just finished and we are
sending out the pre-order forms. Some are
already coming in. Meanwhile the first
2019 race board delivery is on the way to
our distributor in South Korea.

Tell us about how you’re developing the
Aqua Inc. brand moving forwards.
After years of pushing sales customers are dropping in spontaneously now. This is a
point break we have been waiting for and is great to experience. Our hard work is
starting to pay off. Shops are starting to realize that if you have longevity in the market
you’re doing something good. Product wise, we have been updating our existing models
and are going to use new technologies for the full range. The boards will be stronger
without increasing the weight. Our race boards Super Sonic and Siri Pro have been
tweaked to give more speed than before. We’ve introduced the new Razorblade paddle
(tested in SUPM’s summer 2018 issue) and for 2019 we will introduce the Driver. The
Driver is comparable to the Trident (also tested by SUPM) with a rounded tip. Our
inflatable line has been re-designed and extended with the colourful Ammolite and the
Team SUP BIg XL board. We then have soft surfboards and the ultra-strong
polycarbonate P-tech SUPs that will be available in new flashy colours.
Last but not least we developed with Fabio, the smashing new 9’ cross-over surf
SUP board the Dio, which will be fun to ride, even without a paddle.

Any final thoughts on SUP or Aqua Inc.?
Within five years I expect inflatable boards to be highly advanced. The boards will look
like and have the performance of a rigid board. I have some ideas how to
make this happen but for now we are still limited by the technology. I
trust this will be there in a few years and it will bring about a revolution.
Aqua Inc. is planning to grow steadily. We are available in many countries
but also have many more on our wish list.

Shouts and thanks?
Thanks to all Aqua Inc. riders – enjoy your kit! Further the really stoked
people around us who have been spreading their passion for Aqua Inc.
through the years. I do not need to mention their names, as they know who
they are, but we are very grateful to you.
Thanks to the legendary guys already mentioned in the text, who gave us their vision about surf
and SUP. It’s helped us create the amazing shapes and give direction to our company. Not
forgetting our special thanks to Dutch shaper Ron Slotboom the Wikipedia of board making.
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AN ADVENTURE TO THE REMOTE

BROUGHTON
ARCHIPELAGO
Word and pics: Aya Kristina Engel
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I live in Vancouver BC and I am passionate about SUP touring.
There’s nothing I love more in life than paddling to a remote
island, harvesting seafood from the area and cooking it over a
campfire and sleeping on the beach. So in the last four years I’ve
been getting deeper and deeper into island chains and exploring
the coastline with my SUP board.

My reason to SUP: freedom, healthy for my body and the best views!
The feeling I had the first time I did an over night paddle trip was akin to that feeling when you get
your first car. A giant new found sense of freedom. I can go anywhere, whenever I want feeling!
Except this one is on water with no ‘lanes’, less rules and more beaches. I love paddling on my SUP
board because it’s so versatile. I find when I’m doing distance paddling in a kayak, my back gets
stiff and cramps. On my SUP board, I can move my body in a more ergonomical way that feels good.
I can rotate from standing, sitting or kneeling. Also, when you’re standing on SUP you get a way
better view of the wildlife beneath you. I have now paddled over the top of orcas, humpbacks, seals,
sea lions, and dolphins – and saw them all while standing on my board.

Our goal: Broughton Archipelago
This summer, my friends and I (Ariane Tasca and Valtteri Rantala) decided to go to the northern tip
of Vancouver Island to a place called the Broughton Archipelago. It should be noted that most
Canadians have no idea where this is or have never heard of it – it is that remote. We chose this
location due to its immense whale activity. We wanted to paddle with whales… and did we ever!
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winds would pick up, so we woke up early
to have some glassy calm water paddles,
which is the best.

Our route in the Broughtons consisted of
paddling to a new island nearly every
night. There is no fresh water on these
islands, so we had to carry all our water,
plus food, plus camping gear and clothes
for all seasons (because northern BC isn’t
always warm.) All the gear fits into three
big dry bags that come with the Jobe
board and strap on the board securely. A
lot of people ask me if it’s hard but it only
slows us down a little bit.

Days one and two: our
whale encounter
We spent six days in the Broughtons. On
days one and two, we sought out whales. We
tuned our radios to channel 7 (the whale
watching station) and paddled in the
direction of humpback activity. We heard
spouts and paddled closer and soon we were
surrounded. For about three hours we had
several pods of humpbacks circling us! We
kept trying to get closer but still paddling
cautiously because you never really know
where they are or what they’ll do next. and
they are so giant! It’s a bit intimidating.
Standing on boards, we could hear them
moan and sing! Then all of a sudden a
humpback did a full breach (a full jump) out
of the water, in front of us! We froze in shock
of the enormity of this ancient giant
creature being playful with us. Imagine a
whale, the size of a semi truck, jumping out
of the water, while you are on a vulnerable
inflatable paddleboard. I felt so small.
However we quickly had to react because
the breach caused waves in the water that
could have easily have knocked us over.

Packing list
Tent, sleeping bag, sleeping mat, small
camping chair, half-gallon water jug, lots
of food, whiskey, hot chocolate, pots, pans,
water booties, neoprene layers, life jacket,
extra paddle, spare pump, repair kits,
marine compass, binoculars, maps plus
marine charts, lots of layers (25-degree
days and 0-degree nights!), sunscreen,
bug spray, GoPros, camping slippers, flip
flops, first aid kits, two-way radios (for
emergency, but also for listening to the
whale watching channel!), knife, para
chord, fishing rod… you get the idea!

Type of SUP board for
this adventure
A lot of the routes I’ve paddled have never
been done before by SUP - they’ve been
done by canoe or kayak but SUP is such a
new sport, and I think it’s mostly popular
on lakes and ‘safer’ waters. However,
companies are now making touring boards
that are designed for cutting through big
waves, speed and having a great turning
radius and big enough to hold gear. If you
want to get into touring it’s important the
board be 6” thick, otherwise the weight of
the gear on the board will sink you. I use
the Aero touring board by Jobe, 12.6 feet
long, 32” wide and 6” thick. It is perfect for
this adventure because it has great speed,
is safe and durable and can hold all our
stuff. However, even more important: it is
very lightweight, which makes a big
difference in an adventure like this.

Day three: encounter
with a black bear and
dolphins
We woke up to a black bear walking by our
tent. He didn’t seem to be interested in us,
rather we were more just in his way. Then
we packed up camp and paddled east
through the islands. In the distance, Valtteri
(my partner) spotted a bear on another

The adventure
The day before we launched we were
inquiring with local kayak guides and tour
companies about the area. We had about a
dozen people warn us that the winds were
picking up and these were major channels
and it wasn't safe. But we were determined
and we had prepared for this. We checked
the wind forecasts and watched the tides
plus currents religiously. We timed all our
routes to be with the wind or at least with
the current. We knew what times the
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beach. We paddled closer and found him
turning rocks, eating a breakfast of crabs on
the beach. Again, the bear couldn’t care
less about our presence, he was focused on
eating. (there is a very narrow window of
time when the eating is good for bears on
the beach- at very low tide, when the
marine life is more exposed).
We left the bear eating breakfast scene
(which felt like something right out of
National Geographic) and 15 minutes later
we spotted our first pod of dolphins! We
paddled hard to get closer, then they
changed direction and came towards us!
All of a sudden they were right beside our
boards! They were fast and it all happened
so quick, then they were off again.
We continued paddling and got to an island
that is a native reserve. We hiked and
explored, eating wild blueberries, salal
berries, salmon berries, and blackberries.
Then we camped on a beach on Turnour

“I feel so blessed to
live on a coastline
with so much
wildlife. I believe it
is important for
people to get
outside and
experience the
rugged wilderness”

Island and tried fishing for Salmon but only
caught cod (Salmon fishing is an art I have
yet to learn #bucketlist).

Days five and six: sea
lions and orcas
We paddled back west and got to see
some more humpbacks and camped on a
famous channel called Blackfish Sound
(known for its Orca activity). It's basically
an ocean highway for both whales and big
boats. It was not quiet sleeping here. I
timed it on my watch at an average of
every 1 minute 30 seconds, a loud whale
spout, “PPPPOOOOUUUUUUUUFFFFFFFF”
would go off. In the pitch black, I could
hear so much commotion on the water,
between huge sea lions splashing around
and orcas singing and humpbacks
spouting. It was a west coast orchestra at
its best. Side note: that was the only night
I had to wear earplugs to sleep.

It's addictive!
For now, I have plenty of more islands to
paddle. I feel so blessed to live on a
coastline with so much wildlife. I believe it
is important for people to get outside and
experience the rugged wilderness. If you
don’t, then you will never understand how
special and precious it is. Around southern
Vancouver island, the Orca population is
rapidly declining and the resident Orcas are
considered endangered. This is because of
the heavy tanker traffic, the pollution and
the salmon being over-fished.
If more people got outside and experienced
the magic of a whale breach or paddle with
dolphins, I think the current proposed
pipeline (that would put 500 more tankers
per year in the Vancouver Harbour) would
definitely not go through! There is currently
a large country-wide struggle, to debate
whether the pipeline with go through at all.
I have paddled and surfed all across the
world. There aren’t many places left that are
this wild and untouched.

The last day
https://youtu.be/E9-6Rb30MuE

On our final day, we crossed a big channel
and paddled back to Telegraph Cove. A tiny
fishing village, now known for its whale
tours. We noted that most tourists here are
from Europe and rarely do Canadians even
know about this place. Most of my friends
didn’t even know we have orcas, dolphins,
humpbacks and sharks on our coast. I
guess it’s something associated with being
in Mexico or Hawaii. However, being wildlife
spoiled in Canada, you can go in nearly any
direction and see something remarkable. So
naturally there are hundreds of relatively
unknown secret gems to discover.
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protect yourself from the elements
www.liquidsports.co.uk

Faster – speed:
generating it, keeping it and SUP
surfing more dynamically
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Caz Rigby, Fi Plavenieks, Tez Plavenieks
Note: the following article is written with real world SUP surf
conditions in mind.
Watch any good paddler SUPing in waves and the overriding
impression will be one of speed. It won’t matter whether the
conditions are small, big, mushy, offshore groomed peelers or
anything else. He or she will have one MASSIVE tool in their
arsenal which’ll make them the envy of everyone around: speed!
Speed allows all those big turns to be achieved with buckets of spray thrown in the process
– even with tiddler swells in effect. Riders can outrun close out sections, enjoy longer rides
and generally milk the waves for all their worth. In contrast those surfers not experiencing
the same will be suffering due to the lack of generating that much needed vroom,
generally. There are, of course, a myriad of other reasons why someone’s SUP surfing is less
than dynamic, but most likely speed, and the lack thereof, may be a major symptom.
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Take off
Getting your take offs nailed is the first port of call when looking at speed whilst SUP
surfing. Far too often paddlers spot their chosen lump, turn heel, paddle hard and simply
drop down the face straight into the trough. As fun as that may be ultimately you’re
going to grind to a halt once all that momentum has been lost, just at the same moment
white water catches you up and clips your heels.
To overcome this hurdle an angled take off should be employed. Using your head will
help here so look down the line, engage your board’s inside rail closest to the wave’s face
and avoid running out into the flats. Straight away you’ll be enjoy longer surfs even if
you don’t have any intention of whacking fat lips. Even in the smallest of waves this
technique can help you milk swells until they fizzle.

Use your paddle
SUPers have one critical tool which defines the sport. If you haven’t guessed then it’s
your paddle, so use it! Having done all the grunt working catching your chosen wave it’s
fool hardy to stop at the critical time.
As your board ramps up speed and you begin to drop down the wave’s face stick in a few
extra strokes to ensure you’ve definitely caught the wave and you’re accelerating. (This
should be done in conjunction with the above angled take off technique).
When zooming down the line it’s also wise to keep your
paddle in play, utilising it as a bracing tool when engaging
your board’s rails (skimming the water lightly), but most
importantly giving you an extra boost of propulsion through
each turn.

Trim is all about efficiency
relative to where you’re
positioned on the wave and
on the wave
reducing drag Position
Having taken off in angular fashion the most efficient route,

until you’re ready to belt the lip, is to keep a high line close
to the wave’s pocket. This is where you’ll find the most amount of Mother Nature’s power
and allow you to build even more momentum.
Keep your head pointed in the direction of travel and eyes on the prize. When you spot
the section you’re aiming to hit it’s then time to drop into a dynamic bottom turn, being
careful not to run out of steam in the flats. With everything set up and in place you
should then enjoy a slingshot motion back up to the lip ready to do your thing. Top turns
are as varied as every other aspect of surfing so therefore open to interpretation. The
main thing though, as is the focus of this article, is to perform a move which doesn’t slow
you down, instead setting you up for the rest of your ride without losing speed.

Trim
Trim is something often overlooked in all aspects of SUP, not just the surfing element. In
nearly all cases effective trim can make or break a ride. And trim doesn’t always mean
flat. In a lot of cases moving towards the nose or tail can induce or reduce speed. Trim is
all about efficiency relative to where you’re positioned on the wave and reducing drag.
As an example moving right forwards as you take off is a way to make sure the board
accelerates down the wave before you move back into your normal surf stance. Over time trim
will become intuitive. Main point here is don’t be afraid to move about and get proactive.

Other techniques
In gutless conditions it may be necessary to ‘work’ your board or pump. You may have
seen others doing this and upon initial glance looks like the rider in question is
mimicking a Duracell bunny. Efficient pumping does work, however, if done correctly.
Essentially you’re giving your board an extra shove, and therefore inducing momentum,
by lifting the nose and pushing it back down and forwards in quick succession.
It’s best to practice the technique and work out your foot positioning because just as
effective pumping is a great skill to have you can also do the wrong thing thereby halting
your progress on the wave and stalling.
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Equipment
In years past there’s been a perception
that small, super light performance
orientated stand up paddle boards are
what should be taken into waves. These
days this isn’t quite the case. Obviously if
you’re surfing quality (hollow/fast) waves
with light offshores and aspiring to bust
huge airs then as light a board as possible
will be required. For most real world SUP
surfers, however, a manoeuvre oriented all
rounder or hybrid style board will also
work. Many brands now build their sleds
with additional versatility, such as
carveability, so riders don’t need to
venture down the super low volume and
narrow route.
It should be noted, however, that a
reduction in board width and volume will
help with harder more gouging turns. That
said you don’t need to go too extreme. And
also, on the weight point, sometimes a
little bit can help with momentum on the
wave. As nice as carrying/transporting
featherweight SUPs is sometimes they can
feel quite corky on the water, needing
more rider input to get the most out of.
This can lead to fatigue setting in quicker.
And also, if there’s any degree of breeze
around then these types of SUP are also
susceptible. We’re not suggesting you use
a dead weight but you get the idea.

The inflatable question
All of the above techniques and tips can be
employed if riding an iSUP in waves. You’ll
not be getting quite the same
performance benefits from an air board as
you will with a hard shell SUP, but you can
at least practice and have fun aboard one.
We’ve done our fair share of iSUP surfing
and although they’re slightly more limited
there’s plenty of progression to be made if
your chosen sled is such.
Ultimately speed is your friend (in all
sports where manoeuvrability is key) so
knowing how to increase this is a good
thing. The rest of your SUP surfing jigsaw
pieces will then fall into place.

Embrace the froth
(sometimes) –

SUP surfing
in onshore conditions
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Tez Plavenieks, Craig Osgerby, Fi Plavenieks
There’s nothing more dreamy than rocking up at the
beach to be confronted by groomed peelers marching
uniformly into shore, just begging you to paddle out and
glide along a few glassy faces. In contrast there’s nothing
more groan inducing than arriving to find mush burger
central and white water everywhere. But should onshore
conditions put the kybosh on your session and signal
beer’o’clock? Or should you persevere? SUPM investigates.

Onshore?
The term ‘onshore’ refers to the general wind direction. It’s derived from surfing
terminology and used as a one word description to give insight to how wave
conditions are at that current time. Breeze blowing directly on to the beach, or at a
slight angle (cross onshore), will cause approaching swell tops to deform,
crumble/collapse and break unevenly. How strong the actual wind is will
determine how much white water is in effect.
If the stars align then the opposite to onshore (offshore if you haven’t been paying
attention!) is when you see wave heads salivating at the prospect with eyes glazed
over. There’s only one thought here and that’s to do with scoring perfect waves!
Unfortunately due to the UK’s erratic weather nothing is consistent, as far as
Mother Nature goes. This is why you’ll find surfers pouring over weather (swell,
wind and tide) data with fingers and toes crossed. When a decent looking chart
pops up the scurrying of bodies to the beach can be heard far and wide. Army ants
have nothing on the sounds of mass exodus wave riders pelting to the beach. After
all, sometimes it can be prolonged periods of time between good sessions.
In every instance, however, it pays to be prepared. After all, as we’ve already said,
Momma Nature can sometimes be unpredictable with her moods. And with the
best will in the world forecasters do get things wrong or not take into account local
effects, such as summertime sea breezes for instance. As a surf rider it’s best to
lay plans for less than ideal conditions and avoid those dreaded skunkings.

Turn tail and pubward bound?
So in the event of the wind turning onshore and your prized waves becoming
blown out should you can things and head towards the nearest watering hole
instead? Well, that depends on a number of factors. Firstly how windy is it? If
there’s a gale howling onto the sand then it’s probably worth avoiding. At best
you’ll be wallowing in the shallows (standing most likely) trying desperately to
pick up and ride frothy waves that break erratically and not let your SUP be blown
into the air. At worst you’ll be dumped back on the beach bedraggled.
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Equipment considerations
If you’re thinking of tackling onshore surf then
one thing you can do to make life easier is
consider your gear – in particular your choice
of board. For most paddlers that high
performance (small) surf SUP might not do you
any favours with bumpy conditions on offer. If
your session becomes a balancing contest then
you’re definitely not going to be having fun. In
this instance something slightly more buoyant
with perhaps increased width will better suit.
Although too much board and you’ll then
struggle to turn efficiently and fit your stick
into tight pockets between foam.

For most paddlers
that high
performance
(small) surf SUP
might not do you
any favours with
bumpy
conditions on
offer

If it’s only gently puffing from the wrong
direction then all may not be lost. It only
takes a little bit of blow to make a wave
crumble but this can increase the amount of
whackable sections for those with skill and
wave reading experience. If paddlers really
have their shizzle nailed down then it’s
actually light onshore winds which will help
when trying to boost air, the breeze keeping
boards glued to feet whilst flying skyward.
Ultimately you’ll need to assess how the surf
is and make a call depending on what you
think the most likely outcome. Onshore
winds, light or strong, also increase the
amount of chop between sets. For newbie
paddle surfers this can mean wobbling about
between rides in discomfort. In contrast,
however, any rider able to make use of
onshore surf conditions will put themselves
in good stead for when things clean up. After
all if you can rip when it’s mushy then come
golden hour you’ll be the stand out rider (or
one of at least).

It’s all trial and error with kit choices when
talking onshore SUP surfing. In time you may
develop the skills to ride your standard board
in these tricky conditions as well as in idyllic
wave environments. Best advice is to make
your life as simple as possible though.

Other things to think
about
With onshore winds, as we’ve already said,
waves can become a crumbly mess.
Something else to keep in mind is wind can
also exacerbate any water flow or current. For
instance if there’s movement along the
beach, whereby riders can be dragged along
the shore, it’s worth noting wind can make
this worse. Proper assessment of conditions
and then whether individual skill can cope
should be given.
Fatigue can also set in quicker when surfing
blowy waves. Due to the increased chop and
riders having to use their paddle more to keep
position between rides exhaustion can
become a factor quite quickly. Don’t
underestimate the amount of extra work
you’ll be doing when riding onshore waves.
Ultimately onshore conditions don’t have to
signal game over. If blows aren’t too strong,
you have adequate skills and there’s a section
of wave or two showing then why not still head
out. This type of scenario can actually turn out
quite fun and deliver a rewarding experience.
Next time you’re dished up groomed corduroy
you’ll be relishing the prospect further and
find your riding/paddling has leapt on in leaps
and bounds.
Note: it’s perfectly applicable to surf
inflatable stand up paddle boards in onshore
conditions. It should be understood, however,
that air filled boards sit on top of the water
and are more susceptible to breeze. Therefore
iSUP surf riders would be well advised to
consider if they and their equipment can
cope with the conditions on offer.
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For kids that love
getting wet!
Look, no towels!

www.quikdri.co.uk

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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11
CITY TOUR

Words: Crispin Jones
Pics: Mike Jones @waterborn_sup.
Marked photo: 11 cities tour official photographer
So what is the 11 cities tour? Originally it is an ice skating race called the
Elfstedentocht but it has not been held since 1997 due to the thickness of
the ice not being sufficient to support the 20,000 + skaters. The 220km
route spans the 11 historical cities of Friesland the northern province of
Holland. The race has been redesigned for running, cycling and 10 years
ago: Stand Up Paddleboarding!
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A different adventure awaits me for my fourth 11 cities tour. The previous three times (fourth, fifth and seventh
editions) I had experienced the ups and downs with my brother. This year my father was joining me as support
crew and photographer, so far I’ve been unsuccessful in convincing him to try SUP!
I often wonder what made me want to go back to do this race again, the main factor was wanting to be part of
the 10th anniversary and to prove to myself I could still compete, but another huge factor has to be the people,
those that have experienced the 11 cities will tell you of this close bond the competitors and event volunteers
share, during and after the event.
The moment we arrived at the ferry in Harwich the memories of previous tours started flooding back. The
multimedia viewing screen we foolishly watched the first year and the door from the car level that almost
trapped me like a scene from Indiana Jones. My nerves were on edge as it all sunk in that I feel woefully
unprepared for what is about to come, yet, despite this, optimistic and excited relying on my experience and
mental strength to get me across the line each day. The weather has been so good for my SUP school Waterborn
based in Kingsbridge, South Devon that my days have been filled with teaching and not training, plenty of time
on the water but not at the pace required for the 11 cities.
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Day one:
Leeuwarden to Sloten
I am racing in the Men’s Open category
and my race starts are with the elite
paddlers with the likes of the SUPBroz,
Daniel and Bruno Hasulyo, our bibs are
similar colours and it makes it difficult to
tell the classes apart but one thing was
clear, it was the choppiest start ever!
Dutch barges lined both banks and
narrowed our start line, the chop was
extreme, from mirror flat to a bubbling
mess in seconds but I felt strong and
stable on my trusty C14, a trimmed down
Starboard K15. I held my own for around
5km before I caught up to a train of eight
others drafting each other, like a peloton
in cycling, the 11 cities relies heavily on
paddlers drafting each other to help make
the distance more achievable and to make
gains on other groups of paddlers. Stephan
Waterreus from Canada was in front of me
but he was never truly on the back of the
draft and would occasionally sprint to
catch up and I felt the effects of this
changing of pace at the 13km mark and
was left to paddle solo until the rest stop
in Sneek. Thankfully my experience of
previous tours meant I optimised my 15minute mandatory ‘rest’ and was back on
the water ready to restart the race the
moment my timer ran out, and managed
to catch back up to Stephan and Brian
Duff from the BVIs who had been working

We made it to Leeuwarden the capital of
Friesland and the start/end of the race and
saw the many volunteers busying
themselves getting the area ready. The
changes over the years are small but
notable as the event grows and attracts
more of us crazies! The nerves settled as I
prepped my board in the warm Friesian
SUPtember sun. Everyone is in a similar
state of limbo catching up, yet somewhat
aware of what’s about to come. The
prologue for the 10th edition was
impressive, around 200 paddlers
meandered through the canals of
Leeuwarden, many for the first time all
representing their cultures, with
competitors coming from over 28
countries.
On my previous three tours, I stayed on
board the Dutch sailing barges which
follow along behind the racers and I would
stress to anyone wanting to try this event
they have to experience the full 11 cities
tour on the boats to really get the most
out of this event. However, I was happy to
experience it in a different way this year
staying in an Airbnb.
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is, but just before the rest stop we got
caught in fishing line and our draft train
split. The entire second half of the race,
some 21km to Workum, I paddled on my
own just winding my way through the
beautiful Friesian countryside with only
cows and sheep for company.

together towards the stop. We worked well
as a team of three alternating who was out
front trying to keep our overall pace high
to catch the lead group in front of us. We
also had our first bell to ring paddling
through Ijlst, traditionally the skaters
would stamp a book in each city, we have
to ring a bell! The last 10km I had been out
front and pulled us over the legendary
Slotermeer, which luck would have it was
the calmest I’ve ever seen it. Many
previous races have been won or lost on
this lake at the end of day one.

It’s always interesting to see the
development of different types of boards
at events and the racks were full of many
shapes and sizes, but Starboard, Fanatic
and Mistral were definitely the big hitters,
however, my trusty ‘yellow peril’ C14 still
manages to turn heads despite the sheer
amount of carbon on display.

Day two:
Sloten to Workum

Day three:
Workum to Franeker

A few dull aches, mainly in the legs from
the Slotermeer yesterday but my main
concern is blisters with wet hands as the
rain is coming down fairly heavily, at
least the temperature is a lot better
for racing. It felt like a race of two
halves. The morning
section worked well
teaming up with
Brian and
Stephan, once
I caught
them
that
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My first experience of time trails within
the 11 cities, they had introduced a time
trial element to the event back in 2017 but
for the 10th edition we had two time trials
and this morning it was a 12km dash with
no drafting. We were set off in reverse
ranking order separated by 30 seconds,
the pace everyone was going is insane but
it was inspiring to see the elite paddlers
fly pass and shows the level of some of the
world’s top athletes.
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At the restart I teamed back up to tackle the
remaining 30km. Tucking in by the reeds
limited the effects of the wind which was
pivotal to keeping our speed. Working to our
strengths I slogged it out into the head wind
and Brian kept our speed high in the
downwind sections.

Day four:
Franeker to Dokkum
The start at Franeker is famous for being
narrow and choppy and it didn’t disappoint.
As we edged towards the start line I was ready
for the water to start to boil and the wash to
ricochet back from the sides. Today we also
have Klunen, where we have to take the boards
out of the water and run to launch it the other
side of the lock. We were fortunate enough to
have the entire day being a great downwinder
and everyones speeds were high but it made it
hard to get the extra advantage and catch the
faster groups.

Day five:
Dokkum to Leeuwarden
At the beginning of the week the end seems
so far away, yet somehow it creeps up on
you and you are faced with the final paddle
back to Leeuwarden to complete the route.
The final day is now a time trial so
competitors are set off every minute and
have to paddle the route on their own, no
drafting is allowed. We set off from Dokkum
and immediately have two low bridges to
contend with, the bridge’s this year have
been particularly viscous with many
competitors coming off worse. The wind had
not changed and we were faced with our
entire 27km going into a stiff head wind!
First off we had to paddle back 12km along
the same route from the day before, the
speed comparison was crazy. Slowly but
surely though you cover the distance, and as
you near Leeuwarden you can hear the PA
system as everyone crosses the finish line,
spurring you on those last few kilometres.
I would just like to congratulate everyone
who took part, whether in the tour, day
stage, nonstop, team or completing the five
days, the character you have shown to
finish each day is commendable.
The weather and emotions of the 11 cities
are also special characters in this event and
we certainly had it all. Would I paddle it for
a fifth time? Absolutely! Will I though? I
hope not, but who knows, I’ve said never
again before and here I am completing my
fourth tour, See you on the water!
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* Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

£999.00

Length-12’6”
Width-26”
Depth to 8.5”

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

‘SUP for a good
Interview with Paul Hyman,
founder of Active360
Interview: Peter Tranter
Pics: Paul Hyman
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Paul, in June this year Active360 helped to facilitate the sixth SUP
Thames Marathon. How did this event come about?

cause’

In late 2012 I was approached by Gordon Moore, a philanthropist and venture capitalist who is
committed to raising awareness of colon cancer and the need for early screening. Gordon
founded 40tude curing cancer charity dedicated to fundraising for St. Mark’s Hospital Trust
targeting the early diagnosis and treatment of colon cancer through its pioneering research
and surgery. Gordon organised a number of endurance bike challenges. Amy Noering, a
paddler herself, worked with Gordon for a number of years and she was really interested in
incorporating watersports into their fundraising.
They came to us to discuss possibilities of creating a SUP fundraising event on Thames. I was
keen to help not least because my grandmother had died from colon cancer so the cause was
close to my heart. After considering various options we decided on a one day marathon partly
on the tidal Thames starting in Shepperton and finishing in Putney. The event grew in strength
every year raising tens of thousands each year. This year was an exceptional event dedicated
to the memory of Gavin Murray a former marathon participant
and fundraiser whose cancer recurred taking his life in
2017. All participants in this year’s marathon were
family and friends of Gavins, making it a very
personal and moving experience for all involved
raising over £100,000.
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Why is SUP a good way of
fundraising?

Tell us a bit more about The
Big Ben Challenge. Do you see
a potential in this event
becoming a fundraising event
on a larger scale?

SUP is a very accessible sport which means
people are able to take it up after a short
induction and be proficient enough to take
on an endurance challenge after a few good
training sessions. General fitness is
important but it doesn’t require a high level
of dedicated training so it is inclusive. It is a
highly enjoyable and very social sport
bringing people together, at the same time
still viewed as quite difficult which makes it
easier for participants to secure sponsorship.

The Big Ben Challenge (BBC) is a 20km
endurance paddle through parts of
central London entirely in tidal
conditions. This makes it a serious
challenge which participants need to
train for. It has a huge potential to
become a smaller scale water-based
version of the London Marathon in its
spectacle and fundraising potential.

Do you see SUP as a good way of
raising awareness of a cause?

We could accommodate over 500
participants in the future. Tideway are
the main sponsor of the BBC and they are
committed to growing this event. With
the involvement of Andy Triggs-Hodge, a
triple Olympic gold medallist in rowing,
we are hoping to one day rival the Paris
crossing, which in December 2017 had
700 participants. The Paris crossing is not
necessary seen as a fundraising event.
We could achieve something different
with the BBC, more prominent in impact
of awareness raising for various causes
and reaching far beyond the SUP world.

SUP still turns heads, particularly when you
see a larger group of paddlers together. It
definitely makes people interested. This
attention does not only make people reach
out to their pockets but make them actually
listen to the message as happened with
colon cancer, where people started openly
talk about screening. People generally don’t
like talking about messy bodily functions, so
anything that makes them think and talk
about their bowel health can only be a good
thing. Colon cancer kills 16,000 people every
year. I am sure other causes could benefit
from SUP fundraising events in a similar way.

When a charity contacts us with an idea
for a fundraising event we could suggest
this as an option. This way they join an
already established, recognised event
with all the logistics of planning and
participants’ safety on water taken care
of. This way they can focus on
fundraising and generating interest
instead of organisational challenges. It
also saves them time and resources as
they do not incur the costs of setting up
a bespoke event.

Would you see SUP as an
individual challenge or more of
a group event?
It can of course be an individual endurance
challenge, but it is much more powerful when
a large group of people is brought together
and a presence is created on a body of water.
It helps both the generation of funds as more
people can raise more money and helps to
raise the profile of the chosen cause.
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SUP IN LONDON?
We have it covered

SUP School Locations
Our locations include Kew Bridge, Paddington Basin,
Putney and Brentford Lock.

Expedition Hebrides Aug 2019
Combine SUP and sailing with our exciting trip to the
Hebrides, Scotland

What’s the role of Active 360 in it?
Active 360 are event organisers for all waterbased aspects of the BBC. We have also
risked assessed, planned and shaped the
event including liaison with the Port of
London Authority (PLA), the body
responsible for licensing and safety of all
tidal Thames events. We have recruited
marshals from the growing body of
experienced Thames paddlers: kayakers and
SUP paddlers. The PLA require a percentage
of participants to be trained in the Thames
Skills and Knowledge courses designed with
their operational team to improve safety on
the Tideway. We run these courses regularly
to ensure that there are enough people out
there who understand the river and the risks
associated with using it.

360 SUP shop
Free delivery on all orders over £1200 (UK ONLY)
£50 SUP lesson voucher with any board

Active 360 will aim to match the fundraisers
and charities contacting us with the right
event to help them to achieve their
fundraising target and raise the profile of
the cause. I believe that BBC has the
potential to grow in future so the
fundraising potential will grow with it. Active
360 are committed to making it happen.

SUP events & parties
Active360 bring SUP onto the Thames with the London
Crossing and Big ben Challenge.
40TUDE London SUP Marathon
London paddle & pick campaigns

SUP can be more than fun on water and
exercise. If it is used to fundraise for good
causes, it can have long lasting positive
impact on people’s lives whether they are
active participants, beneficiaries or
supporters.
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Words and pics:
Tony Bain

Tony

Bain
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SUP knowledge –
a balance in life (and SUP)
Most people say you need balance in life; too much fat in your diet is bad for you; too
much sugar; too much sitting around; too much… and so it goes on. Too much of
anything is bad for you. On the other hand, not enough of something can also be bad.
SUP is a big part of our lives (that’s why you’re reading this magazine after all). We
enjoy it lots so get out as much as we can. Maybe too often, maybe not enough. This is
one particular balance in life.
Balance on a SUP is very important. Get it wrong and you can find yourself getting wet. Getting
wet on a warm day isn’t a problem, but on a cold day getting too wet too often cannot only be
a shock to the system but can also have serious consequences. In a novice paddler, this
subconscious fear of falling in can limit their body’s ability to move freely. This worry or fear,
until overcome, can limit their learning ability and their ability to move around the board.
The key to maintaining your balance on a SUP board and moving your weight around is
understanding how and where the main weight is in our bodies and where to place it while we
are trying to be dynamic and change position. Your brain also requires two pieces of
information to help control your body’s weight and movement. The brain which ultimately
moves your body into a balanced position requires as much of this info as possible and as
frequently as possible to maintain your bodies balance. The vertical and horizontal lines in the
environment are the key features that the brain uses to maintain our balance – focal points if
you like. Or to give them their proper name: transits (which is nautical terminology).
The horizon with the sky above and the water below lets your brain understand what is the right
way up. The masts of boats, trees, lamp posts, fence posts and so on, all with vertical straight
lines allow your brain to understand the vert. Obviously if you’re neither horizontal nor vertical
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then you are at a serious risk of falling in. By
looking up and raising your upper body you
ultimately put your body in the best position
to gather this information and your brain is
better informed as to how to move your
body’s weight to correct your balance.

Tony Bain is a New
Zealand born, fully
qualified SUP instructor,
owner of Wales based
Green Dragon Activities
and SUP explorer of
rivers and lakes.
If you like the sound of a
trip like this and fancy
learning some of the
skills that are involved
with packing and
planning for a SUP
adventure then look us
up and we can take you
on a micro adventure
here in the UK and help
you hone the SUP
adventurer inside –
www.greendragon
activities.co.uk

Shuffle
The shuffle is kind of hard to do. Dragging
your foot around the surface of the board
can be awkward and the drag of the foot on
the board is not that easy as it moves over
the deck’s footpad, which is designed to be
slip resistant.

If your body is hunched up and bent
forward then the only thing your going to
see is your board, your paddle and the
water. Your brain will have no idea of up and
or down. The action of the water rocking the
board if you aren’t looking at the horizon
can be ‘end game’ for a novice. So heads up,
and shoot for the sky.

Clearly the best way to move your feet
around a SUP is by taking a step. It is really
no different to walking down the street.
When you walk you have a gait, a rise and
fall as you take each step. If you introduce
this to your paddling then every time you
start your paddle stroke is the low point of
your gait and every time you finish your
stroke you have risen to the peak of your
gait. When you are at the highest point of
your gait you have little weight on your feet,
this is the point when you need to change
your feet. If done quickly you can achieve
this as your body is about to start its
downward cycle. Just as you would if you
were walking down the street.

The first foot position most instructors will get
you to use when you’re starting out is getting
you to stand with a wide stance parallel to the
centre line of the board just behind the carry
handle. In this stance your body’s weight
bears down directly onto both feet, your feet
representing the bottom of a pyramid with
the head being the top point of the pyramid.
Then the head and upper body are loading
both feet equally and you are in a really
strong stable balanced stance – dynamic.

The biggest issue with balance is that new
paddlers think they have to stay balanced
all the time. It is not so. If you concentrate
on being balanced all the time you would
never go anywhere. The fact is you are
constantly moving through different states
of unbalance, your brain moving your body,
correcting, and updating those movements
to keep you balanced. This is one part of
muscle memory that you’ll build up over
time the more you SUP.

But you can’t stay in this position for ever;
you will need to move. At some point you
are just going to have to do it: take a step,
jump or just shuffle your feet to a new foot
position. Jumping is OK for the brave but the
vertical release of pressure of board from
the water, and then the impact of your body
landing back on the board, loses a lot of the
forward momentum that your SUP has. Not
to mention the risk of falling in if you don’t
land squarely. This also creates lots of waves
for paddlers nearby.
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you, you just need to believe in yourself and
have a great instructor to empower you.
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SUPM's test team is... Tony Jeacock, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks

You know you’ve got an interesting looking board on your hands
when fellow paddlers begin congregating around every time you
bust it out for a paddle. Mellowwave’s Moonshine touring SUP is one
such design mainly down to its stealthy carbon and bamboo livery
giving it a menacing, ready for action type of aesthetic. That’s
not to say it’s a board without meat though.
Unusually the Moonshine has a
stepped deck with a raised spine
running through its middle. This is
to increase buoyancy while the
lower standing areas bring paddlers
closer to the water for improved
stability. 29” worth of width may
not seem like a great deal but the
paddling experience isn’t reflective
with it feeling super stable and
planted.

Price:
£1199

Info:
www.mellowwave.co.uk/Mel
lowwave%20paddleboards.
htm

CONCLUSION
Mellowwave, as a stand up
paddle board company, have
come a long way in short space
of time. The brand’s Moonshine
touring SUP is a case in point.
Offering oodles of flat water
performance, some of it
straddling race environments if
required, it’s a sled that won’t
hold sweepers back. It also
looks the bomb to boot. Having
spent time mastering pivot
turns SUPers will find it a good
sled for multiple environments
rather than just sticking to flat
waters though so don’t be
afraid to experiment.
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The provided fin works fine but there’s
option to upgrade for something a bit
more swish. If you can do this then we’d
recommend as fins shouldn’t be
overlooked and the better a type you can
acquire the more efficient the board’s
performance.

b o a r d s

Fairly flat rockered it knifes through
the brine and is pretty quick
considering speed wasn’t really in
the brief. There’s no question riders
can put the hammer down and be
rewarded with some decent zoom. So
much so that it could be used, if desired,
for SUP racing in the absence of a
specialist board.

If pivot turns are a requirement
then riders will need to spend
some time dialling in the
technique as that raised spine does
necessitate a specific way of
turning. With it also being a naked
deck, with no pad, you’ll also need
to wax up this stick to the hilt to
not be slip sliding away. The
advantages, however, being a load
more direct feedback from the hull
rather than having to interpret a
more limited feel.

s h e d : h a r d

Shining light
Mellowwave Moonshine 12’6 x 29” x 5.3” tourer

kg ie t a r

Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk

possible but good technique will be
needed due to the board’s thinned
out tail.

b o a r d s

Accessible rippability –
JP Australia Longboard
9’6 x 28” x 130L 2019 pro
Having tested JP Australia’s 2017 Longboard 10’6 AST version it
was going to be an interesting comparison hopping aboard the
brand’s higher performance 2019 9’6 x 28” x 130L. In this
instance it’s the pro constructed version we got our mitts on,
which sure looks the biz. With its stepped rail deck, complete with
underside chines, and thin rounded pin it doesn’t so much say
nose walking fun as scream full power lip hits. But would this
be the case once on the water?

s h e d : h a r d

Price:

kg ie t a r

Once in position riders can pick
up waves relatively early rather
than having to sit more
critically. Softer swells are also
doable with JP’s Longboard,
whatever the board’s shape
suggests, in this instance a
more mellow approach to surf
sliding can be employed. With
punchier sections, however, riders
can really send the 9’6. Such are
the board’s performance traits there’s
almost no limit in terms of how rad
paddlers can get. So much so that
you almost wonder why go for a
shorter SUP?

Wood: £1399; PRO £1949

Info:
http://jpaustralia.com/2019/sup/pro
ducts/hard-boards/2019longboard/

Twenty-eight inches worth of width is
narrow for some but it should be
noted that longer SUPs with
reduced inches are actually easier
to pilot than their shorter siblings
– the additional length actually
offsetting any wobbly
characteristics. With that in
mind JP’s Longboard 9’6 isn’t
just a sled for the hardcore/high
level paddler.

Vertical hits, tight reos, lip
floaters and even airs (for the
experienced) are all certainly
possible with the Longboard.
But, again, to reiterate, if you
fancy just cruising down the
line but without losing any
sense of engagement the JP
will accommodate also.
We did try a few toes over
plank walks, just to see, but
this ended up with a number
of dips. Those with more skills
in this dept. will probably find
more success. For us, however,
this SUP is more performance
stand up paddle surfing as opposed
to hanging out up front.

After a few strokes you can
really feel the JP’s glide aiding
paddles out to the peak. It knifes
through any oncoming chop
without issue and climbing white
water is easier than first thought
standing in your normal position.
Stepping back for this exercise is

CONCLUSION
As ever JP Australia have come
up with the goods in their
Longboard 9’6 pro. Great
aesthetics and performance to
match it’s one that’ll get
riders shredding proper turns
without being overly
technical. A nice balance of
buoyancy vs stability vs
rippability ensures it’ll appeal
to many different SUP surfers
from all walks.
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Basically brand’s Pure and LTD from
last year have been rolled into one
with the addition of clear look
Vector Net Rails offering a
premium look with cost effective
pricing. The AllWave is lighter,
stiffer and better looking whilst
not sticking to standard
constructions.

Price:
£1149

Info:

For 2019 the 9’4 continues the
pedigree of previous offering a
highly stable platform that still
delivers enough engagement and
carveability to keep all sweepers
happy. If you frequent windy
breaks then it’s a must have tool as
there’s no faffing about trying to
keep upright the 9’4 allowing focus to
remain on the ultimate goal of
snagging waves.

www.fanatic.com/product/
allwave/

Great construction with
plenty of aesthetic appeal
and performance born of
many years of refinement
makes Fanatic’s AllWave
range an ever popular choice
for stand up paddlers and
water men/women alike. As
an all round wave rider (the
clue’s in the name) you can’t
go wrong with the 9’4 whilst
its windSUP attributes make
it doubly attractive.
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For those getting into SUP
surfing the 9’4 is a good
choice of platform for
tutoring in the ways of the
wave. There’s enough ‘get
out of jail free’ forgiveness
yet still plenty of
performance to unlock
and grow into. With plenty
of longevity it’s a stand up
paddle board that’ll provide
years of fun without needing
to be upgraded.
We mentioned it before but
the added versatility of being
able to couple up a rig gives it broad
appeal for more than just the SUP
community. If you’re a windy type
looking for a light air wave riding tool
then this may just fit the bill.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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Dropping in progressively it propels riders off
the bottom with admirable speed and gets
them back up to the lip for whatever move is
deemed choice. Even though the AW is 33”
wide stepping back on the tail riders discover
there’s manoeuvrability aplenty – slash or
bash, the choice is yours.

s h e d : h a r d

The AllWave line from Fanatic has been around for what seems
like forever. Offering an easy entry into the art of SUP surfing,
whilst also delivering high on the versatility with the option of
adding a windsurfing rig, it’s a popular choice among a varied
group of water people. For 2019 the shape remains the same
but the construction has changed.

kg ie t a r

Double bubble –
Fanatic AllWave
9’4 x 33” x 173L 2019
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b o a r d s

BIG performer –
RedwoodPaddle Minimal
7’11 x 31” x 129L Classic & foil
For our money boards that offer maximum versatility are great
additions to quivers. After all, what’s not to like about having four
sports in one, as you do with RedwoodPaddle’s Minimal foil ready
7’11? Also, another nice trait to the 7’11, is having a sled that’s
perfectly adequate for real world paddlers. i.e. not too low volume or
narrow, yet still foil ready. At 31” wide and 129L it’s a SUP that’s
perfectly suited to any experience rider.

Price:
Minimal Classic: from €699

k i t

s h e d : h a r d

Foil: €799

Info:
https://redwoodpaddle.co
m/gb/board-sup-stand-uppaddle-surf/395-supminimal-classic-7-1.html
https://redwoodpaddle.co
m/gb/foil/404-supfoil.html

needed to not over foil as that
60cm mast will come up fast
and those wings breach
rapidly if due attention isn’t
paid. As a back and forth flyer
it’d be a good set up for
introductory windfoil
sessions.

It’s no secret our editor is as much a
windsurf nut as he is SUP addicted.
Being able to switch between sail and
paddle power is therefore welcome.
Having plugged a sail in to the 7’11
the ability to fly on the wind is
fulfilling. RedwoodPaddle’s foil is a
low aspect affair with large front
wing, 60cm mast and rotating rear
stab (curves up for SUP foiling;
curves down for wind – although we
tried both).

In SUP surf mode we enjoyed
poking the 7’11 at a bunch of
frothy lips. Carving fast off the
bottom it’s speedy back up to
the lip where in all manner of
turns can be banged in. In
particular hard carving fins free
slices are super fun. Being so
short the Minimal slots neatly
into tight pockets making it great
for onshore riding and clean face
sliding equally.

The board itself is plenty stable with
a sail plugged in and tracks
extremely well due to its flatter nose
rocker. This is a parallel rail/stubby
nose design which is actually very
capable as a windSUP or windSUP
foil. Taking off progressively the foil
has a decent amount of early lift and
can be coaxed the final bit by giving it
a sharp pump. Once up and flying
riders will find a lively sled. Care will be

Unfortunately we didn’t get as
much time foiling in swell as we’d
have liked. There’s no question to
the combo’s ability. Taking flight in
composed manner it’s a great set
up for tutoring those new to foiling
whilst having enough agility to keep
experienced riders happy.

CONCLUSION
RedwoodPaddle’s Minimal
7’11 is firstly a cracking
stubby surf SUP that’ll have
most wave riders salivating.
Then having the ability to
switch out fins for foil and
either plug a sail or ride in
SUP foil mode makes for a
very broad ranging piece of
kit that’ll have budding
watermen and women sorted
for any scenario.
RedwoodPaddle’s foil is an
easy to use, early lifting
piece of equipment that will
help build rider confidence
and help them progress in
flying disciplines.
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Firstly there’s a considerable amount
of nose rocker which suggests
performance erring towards the
aggressive side of SUP surfing. Pan
back, however, and you notice a
fairly thick tail, which although
rounded off, hasn’t been done in
such an extreme manner. In some
cases stability is directly affected
by a board’s tail shape. So how
would the 4Q feel on the water?

Price:
€999

Info:
https://www.aquaincglobal.com/red-rail-4queens

CONCLUSION
Aqua Inc’s 4 Queens 8’2 is
certainly a performance surf
SUP but not a sled that’ll
alienate. In fact, it’s more
forgiving than you’d initially
think with a pronounced nose
rocker helping when aiming
for the peak, dropping into
waves before the board’s tail
gives riders the opportunity
to hone their carving craft.
You could describe it as being
almost like two boards in one
with the best of a super
performance short board
being combined with a user
friendly shape. In both quad
and thruster form we had a
blast and it’s not bad price
either.
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Once at the take off it’s then a case of
picking your wave. We found
needing to stand quite far forwards
helps when dropping in. As such
waxing the front section would be
a good idea. Once on a wave,
however, it’s simply a process of
stepping back into surf stance.
Rail to rail Aqua Inc’s 4 Queens is
super smooth through transitions,
that wider tail and proactive
riding helping generate all
important speed. With eyes on the
prize setting up for a lip belt or
hack is initiative. And again, to
keep banging on about it, the tail
provides a form of ‘get out of jail’,
doesn’t bog and forgives less than
efficient footwork. Instead paddlers
will find their move of choices is
completed more often than not.

b o a r d s

There’s no doubt Aqua’s 8’2 is lively.
From the off you can feel it’s a SUP
that wants to move. As suspected,
however, the 28.5” width is offset by
the wider/thicker tail. As such many
progressing paddlers wouldn’t find it
not too difficult to pilot – especially
across calm waters. OK, there may be
the odd spill but it’s not as extreme a
shape as you’d initially believe.

Due to the board’s nose rocker
riders will need to hammer
down a tad to get it zooming in
a straight line. The benefits of
such a front section being it
climbs white water without
hassle. If paddlers need to step
back when hurdling flotsam then
that chunkier tail does help.

s h e d : h a r d

This the second ‘red rail’ board from Aqua Inc we’ve tested. We
checked out the brand’s Kala 9’2 a few seasons ago to much
success. The 8’2 x 28.5” x 110L 4 Queens version is the next model
down and in terms of dimensions quite a jump. For many
paddlers the lower volume and narrower width may be a turn off,
but there’s more to this board that you’d first think…

kg ie t a r

241–
Aqua Inc 4 Queens
8’2 x 28.5” x 110L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

Easy peasy –
Hypr Hawaii Pono 11’ x 32”
Ever since we first laid grubbies on Hypr Hawaii products we’ve
been blown away by the aesthetics. That’s not to say performance
isn’t up there as well but Ian Foo’s boards are certainly eye candy
with the brand new Pono 11’ taking the podium spot, we feel, in its
gorgeous Applewood construction. The look of this SUP alone
warrants it to be part of any discerning paddler’s collection, but
what about on the water?

Price:
£995

Info:
www.hyprnalu.co.uk/pono.
html

almost all instances it remains
a composed SUP that
progressing paddlers will find
favour with. If you’re sweeping
side on to chop and/or current
then the board does react and
riders would do well to learn
how to rail the board into
oncoming flotsam to alleviate
this. Heading directly into or
downwind, however, is super
fun the Pono being a good
tutor for aspiring bump
running nuts.

At 11’ in length, and with a slightly elongated
hybrid nose, the Pono glides effortlessly. It’s
billed as an all round surf SUP but we’d
suggest it also fits the bill of hybrid
touring sled as well. It doesn’t feel quite
like a tourer in the traditional sense but
there’s no question about its aptitude
for chewing up the miles. You’d just
be doing it with a little less peddle to
the mettle – the Pono being more
about gliding efficiently and taking
in views of your surroundings.
The deck is slightly domed so
underfoot is super comfy with the
included deck pad being grippy. As
we’ve said in past tests Hypr Hawaii
boards come with standard fins that
certainly work. If you want
something more exotic then you’ll
need to upgrade.

If you fancy loading up the
Pono then you can do so via
the bungee cord located at
the rear. Be aware though
that pivot turns will be
impossible if you do this. We’d
suggest only taking light
essentials as too much weight
does sink the tail and therefore
impeded progress.

We tested the Pono across a wide
range of conditions, including some
heavy chop and blustery weather. In

CONCLUSION
Hypr Hawaii’s Pono 11’ is a
fine specimen of what a
hybrid surf/touring board
looks like. Beautiful
construction with standard
deep cut concave (patented)
grooves in the hull make it a
stand out board on the beach.
For touring lite this is a great
stand up paddle board that’ll
fit the bill for many. And
although we didn’t get
chance during testing we’re
pretty sure, as with all Hypr
SUPs, that it’d cope well with
a small wave or two. The price
for a board like this is also
worthy of note!
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All you need –
RRD Air Tourer 12’ x 32” x 320L V3
RRD have always delivered the goods in terms of their stand up
paddle board range. V3 of the Air Tourer is just as on point as
everything else we’ve tested from the Italian based brand. With
attention given to aesthetics as well as performance details it’s one
many paddlers will find favour with.

Price:
£985

RRD’s tourer is also a good one for
railing over onto an edge to reduce
the amount of board in contact with
the water, and therefore enhance
efficiency by halving the amount of
drag. iSUPs by their very nature, and
the fact they’re constructed with PVC
skins, can sometimes stick to the
water. If you can get rid of a % of this
then you’ll be winning.

Info:
http://www.robertoriccidesi
gns.com/equipment/supsurf/inflatableboards/airtourer-v3/

Stability is great, this proven by family
Bradshaw, who helped us with testing,

CONCLUSION
RRD’s Air Tourer 12’ delivers an
easy going, plug ‘n’ play
experience for all types of
paddler yet offers plenty of
performance should it be
required. If you’re a journeying
SUPer then it’s worth a look due
to its efficient gear carrying
potential. Likewise family
sweepers should also get stuck
in as it’s arguably more fun and
efficient than your standard 10’
something inflatable that’s
currently popular.
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and had all members aboard
and still enjoyed a super fun
experience. Having tried the
brand’s Air Race iSUP (reviewed
last issue) this was a preferred
sled as it gave a more fun all
round paddling experience and is
a less technical SUP to pilot.
RRD’s Air Tourer can be loaded up
with essentials for all manner of
sojourns off in to the ether. Proper
touring, as much as all round
paddling, is this board’s forte –
overnight wild campers take note as
it’ll get you and your belongings
where they need to be.
There was also a session with mellow
downwind conditions in effect during
testing which we found the RRD copes
admirably with. Whilst certainly not
being a specific DW SUP it does pick up
the odd runner and could be used as a
tutor in this area of stand up.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Heading off from the beach and the 12’
feels floaty in an elevated way. Its 6” of
thickness gives a high riding stance that
allows for swift progress and easy
momentum generation. Tracking is
pretty good although breeze and chop
do try and blow the RRD off course. If
you’re confronted with these types of
conditions then simply drop your
paddle hammer and everything
settles back down.

Happily we can report this isn’t the case.
Instead it buzzes along with purpose and
therefore provides a fulfilling all round paddling
experience you’d usually get with a 10’6.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

More than meets the eye –
McConks Go Wild 9’8 x 32” x 6”

Turns is another area of
focus with the 9’6 being
a great tutor for anyone
learning the ropes. If
you’re yet to stomp a
decent pivot then this
is the platform for
you. Spinning on a
dime, but with plenty
of ‘get out of jail free’
performance, it’ll
allow muscle memory
to be developed and
efficiency learned.

McConks have come a long way since we first tested the brand’s
initial demo SUP a few years ago. In that time Andy McConkey and
his wife have established the brand and pushed things on now
offering a range of products suitable for multiple purposes. The Go
Wild 9’8 being a case in point is an interesting design that sceptics
may not get at first.

Price:
£650

Info:
https://www.mcconks.com/
inflatable_SUP_shop/prod
uct/go-wild-mcconks-98whitewater-river-surf-sup/

Built predominantly for white water river
running the Go Wild is a wide yet short SUP
with a bunch of features making it stand out.
Assorted fin boxes allow for all manner of
configurations from standard single
central skegs to super short quads
best suited to white water. There’s
then the addition of a hard rubber
edge along two thirds of the
underneath. This isn’t the first
time we’ve since this trait
utilised but it’s the most
pronounced and hard version
we’ve encountered. In theory it
should aid tracking, deliver
increased water release and
therefore enhance speed.

So what of its intended use?
Unfortunately we only had
access to tidal moving white
water. This, however, still
provided us with great
feedback. Messing about
on dribbly standing
waves, as you sometimes
get in rivers, is super fun
aboard the Go Wild. So
much so that we actually
felt bona fide. Chucking it
at a few small waves also
allowed us to glean how
the McConks performs.
It’s not a bad iSUP for
bouncing around in swells
with all the test team
enjoying having a sweep
aboard.

On the water there’s no
doubting the Go Wild’s
composure. It’s a stable beast
that’s for sure. What was most
surprising is how well it paddles
in a straight line. With its stubby
outline you’d be forgiven for
thinking it’d push water and be a
dog when momentum’s discussed.

CONCLUSION
Proving looks are only skin deep
McConks’ Go Wild 9’6 white
water river iSUP has more to it
than meets the eye. Great
versatility ensures paddlers
owning this sled would be good
to go across multiple water
states rather than only sticking
to rivers. Highly manoeuvrable
but with plenty of progression
paddler performance it’ll no
doubt find favour with many, not
just inland SUPers.
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Up scaled fun –
O’Shea 10’8 x 33” x 4.75”
O’Shea’s brand new 10’8 x 33” iSUP takes the ever popular 10’6
concept and up scales it to something even more forgiving and
stable, ensuring any new or progressing paddler will have the best
chance possible at nailing SUP and sticking with it.

Sometimes wider higher
volume SUPs can be devoid of
‘feel’ and not be as engaging
for the rider as they should
be. After all, there needs to be
a hook to draw users in and
keep them there. Fortunately
O’Shea’s 10’8 isn’t such a
sled. In fact, our test team
found it to be positioned at
the other end of the
spectrum. During our time
with the 10’8 we weren’t
exactly delivered idyllic
conditions – but that didn’t
matter…

Price:
£709

Info:
http://www.osheasurf.com/i
supboards.html

CONCLUSION
O’Shea are right up there with
the best of ‘em with their
inflatable stand up paddle board
offerings, the 10’8 being a case
in point. For those entering the
sport, or simply wanting and
easy going mellow platform to
paddle atop, you wouldn’t go far
wrong choosing this. It’s also a
good choice for those bigger
boned individuals. Top shelf
manufacturing only adds to the
appeal.
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With enough stability to
fend off potentially dip
inducing chop/wavelets
we were free to sweep
around in what
essentially became a
mini, watery skatepark.
Quick downwind routes, with
the odd foam runner to turn off,
surely does wonders for every
paddler’s confidence and skill
set. It’s a good air board for
developing technique and
riders will quickly learn what it
is to be a SUPer.
If you’ve been struggling to
get properly up and running
with stand up then hopping
aboard O’Shea’s 10’8 should
remedy this and put riders on
the right path. Mums, dads
and kids are poised to have a
fulfilling experience and it has
enough shelf life to stand the test
of time.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Manufactured in typical O’Shea fashion that
we’ve become accustomed to, with all
seams/stitches and fittings in the right place,
it’s a premium inflatable stand up
paddle board that any paddler will be
happy to own. Having blown up and
popped in place the included fin,
via high end fin box we might
add, it’s time to hit the brine.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s
kg ie t a r

Beautifully blue
PAMU Scroll wireless
Bluetooth headset

Blowing hot and cold
Red Original
Insulated Drinks Bottle

These days anything can be made into a beautiful piece of
(almost) art. Back in the day when personal stereos first
appeared, during the 80s (remember the Sony Walkman?),
headphones were almost an afterthought. In recent years,
however, they’ve almost become a fashion statement –
especially in the action sports community. Of course, alongside
the loud and colourful types you’ll also find something more
refined – enter PAMU’s new Scroll (so called because the full
package looks like an olde worlde scroll?) wireless Bluetooth 5.0
headset, which is waterproof so suitable for paddlers!

https://redoriginal.com
There’s so much to like with this
stainless steel bottle from Red
Original. Let’s just start with its
impressive look and feel –
definitely leagues ahead of
anything plastic that I’ve owned in
the past or present. It looks
weapon grade – leaving you in no
doubt that it can perform the job
asked.

Clever scientific witchcraft this is (jokes). With its tubular
charging pouch, complete with leather wrap the PAMU Scroll
headset looks the biz. It certainly doesn’t initially appear to
wear its heart on its sleeve. In fact, if you showed someone the
PAMU Scroll, without explaining, they’d probably initially
struggle to tell you what it’s for – but that’s a good thing.

Make no mistake, this is a serious
piece of kit on what is now a serious
problem on our waterways: plastic
pollution. It is expensive but that’s
your commitment to the cause and
nobody throws away a bottle
costing £25.

Open up the case and you’ll find two touch enabled earbuds that
slot into their charging spaces magnetically. The PAMU Scroll
headset is shipped with a pairing hub that can be plugged into
the case end enabling wireless charging. Alternatively you can
plug the thing in traditionally if you so wish.

In the winter you’ll use it for tea
and coffee, which it will keep hot for
an impressive 12 hours, more than
enough for all paddlers with the
possible exception of the Sian Sykes
and Cal Majors of this world. In the
summer it performs the reverse
result by keeping cold beverages,
really cold for up to 24 hours – try
doing that with plastic!

With pairing in mind it’s super easy to connect your chosen
device. It’s then a case of ramping up the charge juice before
heading off for your tuneful jaunt. As stated at the start of this
review the PAMU Scroll earbuds are waterproof. Paddling with
them in ear is perfectly doable – on flat water. Although the
buds fit snugly we wouldn’t suggest hitting the surf with them.
Not least the fact that your paired device will probably be a
smart phone and therefore require a waterroof pouch of its
own. No, we’d suggest you stick to calmer water if you
planning on going afloat with PAMU’s Scroll Bluetooth headset.

Take a look at the tech specs below to see how it performs this
and you’ll soon realise that a lot of thought has gone into
making this an invaluable part of your paddling kit.

The sound you get is crystal and you can clearly identify the
enhanced bass properties the Scroll offers. There are probably
better sound cans out there but you’ll probably pay more for
them. What you get here certainly can’t be sniffed at.

Tech specs
Insulated double walled construction: the double wall
construction creates a vacuum between the outside
environment and inside liquid helping to keep cold drinks
cold for 24 hours and hot drinks hot for 12 hours with no
external condensation.
l
Keep warm with hot drinks on the go: the canteen cap
enables you to take your favourite hot drink or soup on
every adventure.
l
Single-handed drinking: sports cap attachment enables
easy drinking whilst on the go.
l
Easily attachable: attach your bottle to your board, deck
bag or cool bag with a carabiner so it wont get lost when on
the water.
l
Comfortable rubberised mouth piece (sports cap): easy to
use and prevents any leakage.
l
Large 750ml/25oz capacity: big enough to carry three cups
of coffee or a whole bottle of wine!
l

CONCLUSION
PAMU have created something truly beautiful with their wireless
Bluetooth 5.0 Scroll headset. Packed with tech these are for the
discerning paddler who wants something more artisan to engage
with their tunes from. The waterproof element is worthy of
heading for flat water SUPs but we’d still be wary of losing the
earbuds to the depths. Still doable, however, and then obviously
great for a fully immersive musical experience on dry land.
Price: $39 (£30 at current rate of exchange).
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/pamu-scroll-bt-5-0earphones-with-wireless-charge#/

CONCLUSION
Other notes of mention include the rubberised sports cap for
drinking on the move, the ability to attach with a carabiner to
anywhere you line and the large size of 750ml, which is ideal for
a couple of hours on the water. All your problems solved.
Prices: £25
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
‘PEACE OF MIND’
INSURANCE COVER

Board & SUP
insurance at the touch of a button

www.craftinsure.com
or call: 03452 607888
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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